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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
SECRETARIAT-GENERAL 
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL BUDGET 

The Secretary General _ , 
The Director General of DG Budget 2 I. 11 . 2011 

Brussels, 
BUDG.m/MO(2011) 

MOTE FOR ТВОЕ ATTENTION OF DIRECTORS GENERAL AND HEADS OF SERVICE 

Subject: Standing instructions for the 2011 Annual Activity Reports 

Please find attached the final 2011 AAR instructions1. The amendments made compared 

to the last year instructions are intended to address, inter alia, observations by the Court 

of Auditors in its 2010 annual report as well as improvements identified in the 2010 

Synthesis report as regards the readability and comparability of AARs. They also reflect 

the adoption in 2011 of the Commission anti-fraud strategy, laying down reporting 

modalities for those services that have already taken action in this area. 

We would like to highlight the following novelties: 

© 

© 

The instructions for reporting on Policy achievements (Part 1 of the AAR) have 

been clarified, in particular as regards the reporting on progress towards the 

achievement of objectives and evaluations (see page 13). 

Illustrative examples of key indicators have been added in a new guideline (see 

section "Key indicators, including error rates" on page 24 and Guideline 6 on 

page 57). Apart from legality and regularity indicators, there are also examples of 

indicators on sound financial management and on results of anti-fraud action. 

These are optional for the 2011 AARs, and the services are encouraged to 

develop them in subsequent years. 

A new section ("Representative error rate" on page 25) provides a step-by-step 

approach to show how available control results support the declaration of 

assurance in case you lack an overall indicator of control effectiveness, such as 

the ex-post audit of a representative sample of transactions. This aims at replying 

to an issue identified in the 2010 Overview and Synthesis reports that concerns 

some cases of reporting of risk-based control results only. Furthermore, a more 

detailed, non-mandatory guidance on error reporting will soon be published on 

1 SEC(2011)1331 

Commission européenne, B-1049 Bruxelles / Europese Commissie, B-1049 Brussel - Belgium. Telephone: (32-2) 299 1111. 
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BudgWeb, covering the full cycle from the calculation of the error rate to the 
assessment of the impact of a potential reservation on the declaration. 

In order to harmonise terminology used throughout the Commission and to 
respond to criticism made by the Court of Auditors, the instructions now include 
a definition of the residual error rate (page 26) and guidance for its calculation. 

It has been explicitly reminded that for the quantification of the amount at risk 
and for the eventual decision on qualifying the assurance, services need to use the 
best information available (and if needed to improve or complete it with other 
available information) (page 27). 

DGs with multi-annual programmes are also reminded to report information on 
errors detected and how these are corrected within the programme lifecycle (page 
27). 

Shared management DGs are invited to continue reporting in a transparent way 
their assessment of Member States' control systems according to the template 
which was developed for the 2010 AARs (page 28). 

DGs that have information available on costs and benefits of controls and cost-
effectiveness of the internal control system should continue reporting this (page 
29), in order to keep up the momentum for this initiative. 

The reporting of subsequent events (between the year-end - 31 December - and 
the signature of the report by the AOD - 31 March) has been clarified (page 29), 
in particular as regards the conditions under which a subsequent event can be 
taken into account for adjusting the year-end amount at risk and the decision of 
an eventual reservation. 

The need for a conclusion on the overall assurance drawn from the four building 
blocks has been highlighted in Part 3.1.5 (page 32). Such a summary for the 
reader, which has not always been present in previous years, will provide a 
bridge to the reservations and assurance parts. 

Finally, the model text of the declaration of assurance has been modified for the 
executive agencies only (see footnotes, page 36), in order to clearly reflect the 
fact that their Director formally has two different roles (as AOD for the 
operational budget, but as АО for the administrative budget). 



The relevant BudgWeb site will be updated in the coming week with all information 
needed for preparing the 2011 AARs. As always, the dedicated AAR helpdesk is at 
your disposal for any question you may have on the application of these instructions. 

Catherine Day Ų y Hervé Jouanjean 

c.c. Directors of the Executive agencies 
H. Szlaszewski, P. Leardini, T. Mathieu, M. Del Monte (SG) 
E. Paradis, J.A. Lopez Sanchez (DG BUDG) 
O. Dandoy (Cabinet Barroso) 
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Brussels, 
SEC (2011) 1331 

 

Standing Instructions for  

2011 Annual Activity Reports 
 

These Standing Instructions consist of three sections: 

The first section contains the general instructions relating to the formal aspects of the AAR-
drafting process, explaining why each service has to issue an Annual Activity Report and what 
is expected in terms of timing, format, and, broadly, contents.  

The second section illustrates in modular form the different elements that make up the 
contents of the AAR. Where appropriate (in particular for Part 3 of the AAR, the building 
blocks to the assurance), it provides templates with an overview of how to use them.  

The third section, which is dedicated to further methodological guidance, consolidates and 
organises logically the different notes, annexes and appendices drafted in the past to answer to 
the needs of practitioners and provides examples of good practice.  

As usual, there will be a single contact point for staff working on and with AARs across the 
Commission, a "Helpdesk" whose function is to provide guidance and support; the functional 
mailbox "SG BUDG AAR SUBMISSIONS AND HELPDESK". 
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Section 1: WHY ISSUE ANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORTS? 
Reporting at DG level: the AAR 

The Annual Activity Report (AAR) is a key component of the strategic planning and 
programming cycle: it is the basis on which the Commission takes its responsibility for the 
management of resources and the achievement of objectives. It also allows the Commission to 
decide on the necessary measures to address any serious management and control weaknesses 
identified.  

The AAR as described in Article 60(7) of the Financial Regulation, serves three purposes: 

• It gives an account of the achievement of the key policy objectives and core activities of 
the DG or Service taking into account the corresponding resources used during one year’s 
activities. In this respect, the AAR should flow from the management plan as it reports on 
the delivery of key objectives and activities identified in the management plan. 

• The AAR is also a management report of the Director-General to the Commission. It 
covers all management aspects, including the implementation of Internal Control Standards. 

• The AAR includes a declaration of assurance in which the Director-General, in his/her 
role as Authorising Officer by Delegation (AOD), provides assurance as regards the true 
and fair view given by the report and as regards the legality and regularity and the sound 
financial management of all financial transactions under their responsibility, as well as for 
the non-omission of significant information1. If deemed necessary, the declaration contains 
reservations related to defined areas of revenue and expenditure. 

Assuming political responsibility by the College: the Synthesis 
Report 

In accordance with Article 317 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, the 
Commission is directly responsible for the management of the budget. On the basis of the 
assurances and reservations issued by Directors-General and Heads of Service in their AAR, 
the Commission takes its political responsibility for management through the Synthesis of 
management achievements2. This report also describes the measures decided by the 
Commission to address any serious management and control weaknesses identified. 

To prepare the Synthesis Report, the Commission mainly relies on the management part of the 
AARs and included reservations, as well as on other information sources, notably the 
Overview on the state of internal control in the Commission services (prepared by DG 
Budget), the overall opinion and the annual report of the Internal Audit Service, the annual 
report of the Audit Progress Committee and the reports of the European Court of Auditors. 
According to the Financial Regulation, the Synthesis report is adopted by the College and sent 
to the budgetary authority by 15 June of the year n+1. 

This process actively demonstrates the commitment of the Commission towards the 
achievement of its objectives, the continuous improvement of management and performance, 
the implementation of adequate internal control systems. It also informs the budgetary 

                                                 
1 In the declaration of assurance, the AOD confirms that s/he is not aware of anything not reported in the AAR 
which could harm the interests of the institution. This statement implies that the accountability structures and 
internal control system ensure that all significant issues identified are reported to top management. 
2 In line with the Financial Regulation, Article 60(7). 



authority in a transparent way about results, progress and areas for improvement. All AARs 
are communicated, together with the Synthesis, to the European Parliament, the Council, and 
the European Court of Auditors. They are also published on the Europa website and the 
national parliaments are provided with the link.  



What do I need to know before drafting the AAR? 
1. Content of the AAR 

The AAR has to respect the minimum standard requirements as defined in these Standing 
Instructions. These requirements are mandatory for all DGs and Services.  They are described 
in detail in Section 2 of these instructions. 

2. Timetable and transmission of documents 

January 2012 • As indicated in the Synthesis 2007, the Secretariat-General 
and DG BUDG contact the Directorates-General/Heads of 
Service which expressed reservations in recent AARs to 
discuss the state of play.  

• DGs that consider issuing new reservations inform the 
Secretariat-General and DG BUDG. 

• Informal coordination meetings may be organised with 
DGs/Services, either bilaterally or by groups, as part of the 
preparation of the peer reviews in March.     

15 February 2012 Each IAC submits its draft audit opinion to the AOD of its 
DG/Service and copies the functional mailbox SG BUDG AAR 
SUBMISSIONS AND HELPDESK and the IAS mailbox IAS 
AAR REPORTS. 

End of February 2012 DGs/Services send their draft AAR to the functional mailbox  
SG BUDG AAR SUBMISSIONS AND HELPDESK, with the 
IAS mailbox IAS AAR REPORTS in copy for information. It 
is unnecessary to copy any other actors. 

Services should note that: 

• Only the body of the AAR is sent at this stage (the 
annexes are not required yet). 

• The draft AAR should not be signed. 

• The information required on the policy results (Part 1) will 
be fed into the preparation of the Preliminary Draft 
Budget. 

• The part on management and internal control systems 
(Part 2 and Part 3) is used by DG BUDG to prepare its 
Overview on internal control. 

The draft potential reservations, together with the draft 
supporting analysis in Part 3 are used as a basis for the peer-
review exercise. 
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March 2012 • Peer reviews are organised by the Secretariat-General and 
DG BUDG. The IAS may participate in these meetings to 
inform the preparation of the overall opinion. DGs/Services 
will be contacted in a timely way. 

• During this month the Director-General informs the 
responsible Commissioner(s) about his/her draft AAR . 

Mid-March 2012 • The IAS issues its draft overall opinion on the Commission's 
financial management (this is a new element as from AAR 
2010). 

31 March 2012 • No later than 31 March, the final AAR, including all 
applicable annexes, approved and signed by the Director-
General/Head of Service, is communicated to the Secretariat-
General and to the responsible Commissioners, with the 
functional mailbox SG BUDG AAR SUBMISSIONS AND 
HELPDESK and the IAS mailbox IAS AAR REPORTS in 
copy for information. 

1 April 2012 • AARs are sent informally by the Secretariat-General to the 
European Court of Auditors so that they can immediately 
proceed with their analysis as part of the DAS process.     

April-May 2012 • DG BUDG finalises the Overview report on the state of 
internal control in the Commission by 30 April, considering 
the information provided on services' management and 
internal control systems. 

• SG, along with DG BUDG, drafts the Synthesis of 
management achievements on the basis of the AARs, the 
IAS overall opinion and other relevant information. 

At the latest by 15 
June 2012 

• The Synthesis Report is adopted by the College and 
transmitted to the other institutions. 

 

3. External communication of the AARs 

It is important to note that, until the Synthesis Report is adopted by the College, the final 
AARs should NOT be made public, as the College will not yet have decided on their follow-
up. The Secretariat-General will forward the AARs to the European Court of Auditors as part 
of the working arrangements between the two institutions. As regards external stakeholders' 
requests to individual DGs/Services, while some of the information contained in the AARs can 
be made public upon request during the period prior to the adoption of the Synthesis, the AAR 
as such should not be transmitted to the outside until the adoption of the Synthesis.  

Once the Synthesis has been adopted by the College the Secretariat-General posts the final 
AARs on the Commission's internet site. DGs/Services will be notified within three days of 
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their publication. 

4. Technical instructions for the transmission of the AAR 

In order to facilitate document handling and ensure the consistency of the AARs for 
publication on the Europa website and use by the European Court of Auditors and the 
Discharge Authority, all reports must be submitted in two separate .pdf-files. One file contains 
the body text of the AAR, and a second file groups all annexes. 

A .pdf-format file can be produced by using a pdf-writer or by sending the "Word"-format 
version of the document to the mailbox EC-PDF-CODE-WEB@ec.europa.eu. After having 
received the converted report in the pdf format, please send it to the functional mailbox SG 
BUDG AAR SUBMISSIONS AND HELPDESK, with the IAS mailbox IAS AAR 
REPORTS in copy for information. 

The file should be named “acronym of the DG_aar_corresponding year". Please note that the 
name of the file should be typed in lower-case letters and that its component parts should be 
connected by underscores ( _ ). For example: ecfin_aar_2011  or  comp_aar_2011. 

Because all AARs will be published on the Europa website as .pdf files, for security reasons 
and in particular in order to avoid signature theft, the declaration of the Authorising Officer by 
Delegation (AOD) and the statement of the Resources Director should include no handwritten 
signature, but rather be labelled "Signed". 

The following are the mandatory requirements for the formatting of the final AARs: 

• On the cover page, the logo and name of the Commission, as well as the full name of 
the DG/Service should appear as published on "My Intracomm"3. The title of the 
document should read "Annual Activity Report" with the corresponding year. 
DGs/Services should refrain from using designer logos. 

• In the body of the AAR, a footer should appear on every page mentioning the title of the 
file plus the label "Final", also connected by an underscore sign ( _ ). For example: 
ecfin_aar_2011_final or comp_aar_2011_final 

• The AAR should not exceed 40 pages, including the maximum 10 pages dedicated to    
Part 1 on policy achievements. 

5. The IAC audit opinions and the IAS overall opinion 

The IAC audit opinion on the reporting year is an important input to the IAS overall opinion. 
Therefore, each IAC should copy its draft audit opinion to the IAS mailbox IAS AAR 
REPORTS by 15 February. The standard template for the audit opinion, agreed with 
Auditnet, is attached in Guideline 12 in Section 3. 

6. Support 

6.1  Pre-Peer reviews 

SG and DG BUDG will organise pre-peer reviews with those DGs that identify potential new 
reservations and to discuss the state of play of reservations expressed in past AARs. 
                                                 
3  See the page "DGs and Services". 
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6.2  Peer reviews 

SG and DG BUDG will organise peer reviews on the basis of the potential reservations 
identified by the AODs in their draft AAR. It is therefore particularly important that draft 
reservations are prepared with care, using the template provided in Section 2 of these 
instructions. Central services will make early contact with services at the beginning of each 
year to discuss the state of play on reservations expressed in past AARs.  

In addition, the peer-review process may be enhanced with bilateral meetings with selected 
services based on positions outlined in draft AARs. Peer reviews will be organised for all 
budget areas considered by the European Court of Auditors as being unsatisfactory ("red 
light"), as well as for any other area deemed necessary by the central services.  

The ten rules to be checked when making a reservation are recalled in Section 3 of these 
instructions and may be downloaded from the ABM/SPP website. 

6.3  Helpdesk 

The "AAR Helpdesk" is managed jointly by SG and DG BUDG with the aim of offering a 
single contact point for all questions relating to AARs to all Commission services.  

The Helpdesk may be contacted by e-mail only at: 
SG BUDG AAR SUBMISSIONS AND HELPDESK 

DGs/Services will receive practical feedback on the quality of their draft AARs by 20 March. 
Services that are not invited to a Peer Review may ask for specific feedback on a specific 
section in their AAR by sending a request to the helpdesk during the drafting process. Such 
requests should arrive at least 12 days before the deadline for submitting the AARs. 

6.4  AAR Quality Self-Assessment Questionnaire 

Services are strongly invited to assess the quality of their AAR by completing the self-
assessment questionnaire published on BudgWeb. This questionnaire is a list of typical areas 
for improvement, but it should however not be considered a comprehensive list of the 
mandatory requirements of these Standing instructions. 

6.5  Tips for a good AAR (before you start drafting) 

The Commission has committed itself to further improving the quality of the AARs. 
Therefore, all practitioners are encouraged to: 

• Carefully read the instructions, including any particular issues highlighted in the 
transmission note from SG and DG BUDG. Make sure you report on all the elements 
required (e.g. in the past, some services didn't report on the IAC opinion, or didn't 
provide a clear conclusion on their compliance with the control standards). 

• Follow the standard reporting structure provided in the template (see Section 2, 
which provides the titles of the headings). You can then add more sub-headings under 
the standard headings in order to meet the specific reporting needs of your service. 

• Keep it short – the body of the report (i.e. not including annexes) should not be more 
than 40 pages, including the 10 pages maximum for Part 1 on political achievements. If 
you exceed this limit, you risk confusing the key messages for the reader. 
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• Use one language consistently throughout the AAR. Switching between English and 
French in the AAR, possibly even within one page, interrupts the flow of the document 
and gives the impression of a piecemeal product. 

• Make sure that what you say in one part of the report doesn't contradict what's 
reported in another. Before submitting it, re-read the entire report for coherence.  

• Don't forget the annexed Internal Control Templates for budget implementation. 
The information contained in them must be coherent with what is reported in the AAR. 

• Remember that the AAR is a public document. Some things are too sensitive to be 
published in it; e.g. detailed information on internal audits, internal control results, 
critical risks or on-going legal proceedings. Use your judgement on what information 
absolutely needs to be there to support the conclusions reached. 

• Remember that the text should be understandable to a non-expert. To the extent 
possible, keep it clear and avoid jargon. 

• Consult SG and DG BUDG whenever you have a doubt or problem. The Helpdesk 
is there to support you. 

7. Special rules 

7.1  Change of Director-General/Head of Service during the reporting year 

In cases where there has been a change of Director-General/Head of Service/Delegated 
Authorising Officer (or Resource Director) during the reporting year, or before the AAR for 
the previous year is finalised, a handover note should be established in line with Internal 
Control Standard 10. The person signing the declaration of assurance in the AAR is the person 
in function at the time of issuing the report. For a change of Director-General/Head of Service, 
the procedure to follow is described in Guideline 1 in Section 3.  

In general, such an event has to be reported in part 2.1 of the AAR. 

7.2  Transfer or split of activities during the reporting year 

If there has been a transfer or a split of activities during the reporting year, please refer to the 
instructions in Guideline 1 in Section 3. 

7.3  The AAR of an executive agency 

The executive agencies will produce an AAR (Article 9(7) of Council Regulation (EC) No 
58/2003). This AAR should follow the standard format and indications in these Standing 
Instructions as applicable. 

Executive agencies do not need to report on policy achievements, but only on their operational 
and administrative activities. In Part 1 of their AAR, they may report on the outcome of the 
actions they have taken to meet the objectives laid down in their Annual Work Programme4. 

An agency’s first AAR will cover the period of the previous year in which the agency was first 

                                                 
4  An executive agency should therefore give its Part 1 the heading "Implementation of the Agency's Annual 
Work Programme". 



operational, and will report on whatever expenditure the agency had already acquired 
responsibility for in this period.  

An executive agency should ensure that the results and coverage achieved from its ex-ante as 
well as ex-post controls are reported in its AAR, in line with the instructions in Part 3.1.1. 

The AAR will be signed by the Director, in his/her capacity as AOD, and include a declaration 
of assurance accompanied by, if necessary, reservations. The AAR is communicated by the 
parent DG as an annex to its final AAR, but the Director of the Agency retains the full 
responsibility and ownership of the declaration. 

7.4  The parent DG's reporting on an executive agency 

If any of a DG's management tasks have been transferred to an executive agency, the parent 
DG should send that agency’s AAR to the Commissioner and the central services in the form 
of an annex to its own final AAR. Furthermore, the parent DG should comment in Part 1 
("Policy achievements") of its AAR  on the results of the agency's activities and how these 
have contributed to the achievement of its own policy objectives. It should also report, in Part 
2 ("Management and internal control systems") of its AAR, the monitoring activities it has 
carried out with regard to the agency's progress towards the achievement of the objectives laid 
down in its Annual Work Programme. These requirements have been incorporated in the 
guidance provided. 

7.5  DGs' reporting on bodies created by the European Communities 

DGs which perform activities with a community (traditional) agency, a Joint Undertaking or 
another form of community body, should provide in their AAR brief information about the 
activities performed in cooperation with these bodies and the arrangements related to the 
reporting and supervision of these activities. This requirement has been incorporated in the 
guidance provided (Part 2.1). The bodies' AARs themselves do not need to be attached to the 
AAR of the DG, since these bodies are subject to a separate discharge procedure. 



Section 2: WHAT SHOULD THE AAR LOOK LIKE? 
Your Annual Activity Report should consist of: 

PART 1. Policy achievements;  

PART 2. Management and internal control systems;  

PART 3. Building blocks towards the declaration of assurance  
(and possible reservations to it);  

PART 4. The declaration of assurance;  

and the standard annexes: (annex 6 and annex 7 only  if applicable): 

ANNEX 1: Statement of the Resources Director; 

ANNEX 2: Human and Financial resources; 

ANNEX 3: Draft annual accounts and financial reports; 

ANNEX 4: Materiality criteria; 

ANNEX 5: Internal Control Template(s) for budget implementation; (ICT) 

ANNEX 6: Implementation through national or international public-sector bodies and 
bodies governed by private law with a public sector mission; 
(if applicable) 

ANNEX 7: AAR(s) of Executive Agency/ies (if applicable). 

PART 1.  POLICY ACHIEVEMENTS 

This part of the AAR does not have to be drafted using a given template. There are many 
different kinds of activities carried out by Commission services, and each DG and Service is 
allowed the space to formulate its own report on policy achievements in a way that is relevant 
to them.   

They must, however, meet certain common minimum standards.  

Part 1 of all AARs across the Commission shall: 

• Describe how the DG's/service's mission statement was implemented during the year. 

• Describe progress made towards achievement of the DG's/Service's objectives, referring 
to both the General Objectives and the Specific Objectives stated in the management 
plan for the reported year, including a description of specific risks (financial and non-
financial which had to be managed). 

• Describe progress towards the achievement of the objectives in terms of the results and 
impact of the activity/activities on EU society, making the link to the Europa 2020 
strategy, to the Political guidelines for the Barroso II Commission and to the State of the 
Union speech by the President of the Commission, taking account of allocated resources 



and identified risks. Describe how and to what extent the activities have the contributed 
to the Union priorities of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. 

• Include the DG's/Service's main output for every ABB activity. 

• Substantiate the outputs, results and impacts with qualitative and quantitative evidence, 
including findings, conclusions and lessons learned from evaluations or evaluation 
related studies. 

• Justify any discrepancy between results achieved and planned results, explaining the 
reasons for the discrepancy, for any delays and describe the corrective actions planned 
or implemented to remedy the problem(s) encountered. For some indicators, annual data 
may not be available but with a certain time lag of two or more years, depending on the 
indicator. It is recommended to provide more explicit explanations (in a narrative form) 
on whether achievement of objectives is considered on track. 

• For objectives of multi-annual programmes, where intermediate milestones are not 
available, services may consider presenting progress towards attainment of ultimate 
objectives by showing the multi-annual trend.  

• Justify any change in intermediate milestones or planned results. Major instances of 
change of objectives, indicators, and targets in the Management Plan and in the Annual 
Activity Report are to be made explicit in the AAR and eventually accompanied by a 
clarification.  

• The information on human and financial resources, split per ABB activity, should only 
go into Annex 2 and 3 of the AAR (do not insert these tables into Part 1). 

• Do not exceed ten pages. This part needs to convey a clear political message on was 
achieved in the reporting year. Too many tables with specific actions dilute this 
message and could be better presented as an annex. 

The section on policy achievements should, apart from a description of the outputs, focus 
more on the progress towards the achievement of the objectives in terms of the results and 
impact. Evaluations and evaluation related studies are a key source of information thereto. In 
preparation of the AAR, the services should screen all the evaluative information of relevance 
to the policies for which the DG is responsible. Such information can be provided by 
evaluations carried out by the DG but equally by other actors involved (e.g. other DGs in case 
of cross cutting policies, Member States under shared Management, agencies). 

The format of the AAR, because of its nature as a management report, is not suited to include 
extensive reporting on the results of evaluation activities. Therefore the report should focus on 
key findings and lessons learned, provide a clear synthesis of results and impacts (or the lack 
thereof) obtained, measured against the stated objectives. If evaluations provide indications 
that policy and/or management aspects should be reconsidered, then the actions taken or to be 
taken should also be signalled via the AAR. 

Within the AAR, the AOD provides information, on an annual basis, on the progress towards 
the achievement of the objectives on the basis of available information on inputs, outputs, 
results and impacts at the moment of reporting. The provision of such information, including 
on longer term results and impacts which may also be influenced by other factors, needs to be 
distinguished from giving account on management's responsibilities. The responsibility of the 
AOD concerns the management aspects, as well as the implementation of the processes put in 
place for monitoring and evaluation and the related Internal Control Standards. 



DGs/Services that have found the management plan-based templates useful may 
continue using them. 

It is important to note that DGs/Services that choose not to use the template for Part 1 of the 
AAR will still have to provide the information relating to General Objectives which is needed 
for the drafting of Activity Statements, such as indicators, long-term targets, milestones and 
situation at year's end.  

As in the past, only operational DGs need to report on policy achievements; horizontal 
DGs/Services may do so if their general objectives have been identified as having an impact 
on EU society (for example SG's "Pursue growth enhancing reforms at both EU and national 
level by monitoring the implementation of the Europe 2020 Strategy and providing guidance 
and support to Member States in their reform efforts"). 

Executive agencies do not need to report on policy achievements. However, in Part 1 of their 
AAR, they may report on the outcome of the actions they have taken to meet the objectives 
laid down in their Annual Work Programme5. The parent DG should however comment in 
Part 1 of its AAR on the results of the agency's activities and how these have contributed to the 
achievement of its own policy objectives. 

 

 

Hints and tips: 

• Avoid "ABM jargon" (abbreviations for activities, programmes) which might not be 
understood by a non-specialist. 

• Part 1 of the AAR should not list everything the DG/Service did over the year, but 
rather focus on those activities that are directly linked to the achievement of the 
general and specific objectives as formulated in the Management Plan. 

• Don't forget to relate the indicators to targets and to last year's outcome. 

• To improve the quality of evaluation-related reporting, the evaluation units/capacities 
need to be closely involved in the preparation of this part of the report. 

 

                                                 
5  An executive agency should therefore give its Part 1 the heading "Implementation of the Agency's Annual Work 
Programme". 



PART 2. MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

Part 2 is intended to provide the reader of the AAR with the overall picture of the 
implementation of sound management (not only financial) in your DG/service. You 
conclude this part of the AAR with an assessment on the functioning of the entire internal 
control system which the Director-General/Head of Service has put in place to ensure sound 
management of his/her service with all control aspects, financial and non-financial. 

2.1   Introduction to DG …/ Service … 

Give the reader a general overview of the DG/service, broadly describing the main 
characteristics of your DG/service's organisation, administrative structure and accountability 
chain.  

The following additional information has to be reported, in this part: 

• if applicable, report on any major internal or external events which had an impact on 
your DG/service during the reporting year. Please note that you should only report 
events here, i.e. risks that have materialised. This may include risks in your 
Management Plan which have materialised, but the AAR is not the place to publish your 
critical risks, as this is Commission-internal information which should not be made 
public6; 

• if applicable, any change of Director-General/Head of Service and/or AOD during the 
year; 

• if a major part of your DG's activities are under shared management: major issues 
regarding how the Commission's supervisory role has been executed in relation to the 
functioning of the Member States' management systems; 

• if your DG is a parent of an executive agency7: the supporting/steering activities carried 
out by your DG in relation to the agency and a description of the management system in 
place related to the agency, including the monitoring activities carried out with regard to 
the agency's progress towards the achievement of the objectives laid down in its Annual 
Work Programme 7; 

• if your DG is participating in activities of a community (traditional) agency8, a Joint 
Undertaking or another form of community body: brief information about these bodies, 
including the financial contribution paid to them (if applicable); the activities performed 
in cooperation with them and the arrangements related to the reporting and supervision 
of these activities9; 

                                                 

 
7 This may include participation in the Steering committee, memoranda of understanding, meetings at various 
levels, reporting by the agency on the performance of its tasks and financial and human resources indicators. 
8 If you must report on several agencies, you can group these elements under a separate heading (e.g. 2.1.1). 
9 The supervision arrangements may include participation on the administrative board, budgetary committees, 
cash-flow forecasts, meetings at various levels and financial and human resources indicators. 



• for DG ECFIN and DG BUDG only: significant extra-budgetary operations10, their 
nature11 and volume; 

• for the central services only: the main corporate systems and processes for which they 
are the owner; 

• comments on pertinent information in the annexes (human resources, financial resources, 
accounting data, the AAR of an executive agency). 

 

Hints and tips: 

• The accountability chain is not just financial! 

• This part (2.1) should not give detailed information, but just "a flavour" of your 
service. 

• All important events should be reported here, regardless of whether they led to a 
reservation (major changes in the structure, increase of funds, events having an 
impact on reputation etc). 

• Selected financial/accounting data from Annex 3 or other reports, such as payment 
times, recoveries or the time to contract, may be highlighted in this part. 

• The text may be supplemented by relevant charts and graphs. 

 

 

2.2   The functioning of the entire internal control system 

Internal control covers more than just financial matters. Therefore, this part provides the 
assessment of the functioning of the DG's/service's entire internal control system (i.e. not only 
the financial systems) via a benchmarking against the Commission's 16 internal control 
standards for effective management. 

2.2.1 – Compliance with the requirements of the control standards 

You have the option to report in the AAR on your DG's/service's compliance with the 
requirements of all the internal control standards for sound management12. A full report on 
compliance with the requirements can be obtained by performing the web-based "IC 

                                                 
10  This mainly means provisionally cashed fines for DG BUDG, and guarantees, participations in capital, loan 
commitments and funds for provisionally cashed fines for DG ECFIN. 
11 Explain clearly what the extra-budgetary operations are, and set them in context with your activities. 

12 SEC(2007)1341 "Revision of the Internal Control Standards and Underlying Framework". 



compliance exercise" provided by DG BUDG, whereby some staff members in your 
DG/service chosen by you are asked to fill out an on-line anonymous questionnaire. 
Assistance is available upon request by sending an email to BUDG ICMT SUPPORT. 

Whether or not you carry out the on-line IC compliance exercise, to shorten the reporting in 
the AAR on this aspect, you may choose to focus in this part on the standards with which you 
are not yet fully compliant (exception reporting).  

If the latter option is chosen, the following information should be reported: 

• Detailed information on the standards with which the DG/service does not yet comply 
(fully or partially), the reasons for this and the planned actions to address the situation, 
including target dates; 

• Information on the standards with which you consider the DG/service fully compliant 
(i.e. compliant with all their requirements)13. 

Regardless of whether you choose exhaustive or exception-based reporting, you have to 
provide summary information on any derogation granted to the mandatory staff mobility 
requirement for sensitive functions during the reporting year (requirements of standard 7). 

Hints and tips: 

• Detailed information should be provided on standards for which no or partial 
compliance was achieved.  

• Don't forget to report on the action plan for reaching compliance with these 
standards. 

 Find the Internal Control Standards in Guideline 2 in Section 3. 

Find more information on the IC Compliance exercise on BudgWeb 
(http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icat_en.html),  under the 
heading "IC Compliance exercise" 

 

2.2.2 – Effectiveness of implementation of the prioritised control standards 

In addition to the compliance reporting above, you must provide information on how 
effectively the standards prioritised in the Management Plan for the reporting year are 
implemented. This reporting should include the results of the action taken during the year for 
each "priority standard". 

To perform the assessment of how effectively each priority standard has been 
implemented in your DG/service, in addition to any specific criteria you have established, you 
may choose to follow the guidance available on BudgWeb. The "Guidelines on measuring the 

                                                 
13  In practice, you may simply indicate that you are fully compliant with "all the remaining standards". 

mailto:BUDG%20ICMT%20SUPPORT
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icat_en.html
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icguidelines_en.html


effectiveness of Internal Control Standards" provide a series of questions that can be used to 
determine if each control standard works as intended, as well as proposed indicators. There are 
also illustrative examples of how to assess the standards. 

Hints and tips: 

• In this part (2.2.2), you should only report on the prioritised standards. 

• Start with a short reasoning why the standard was prioritised in the AMP. 

• A standard has been effectively implemented when it works as intended (i.e. not just 
meets the formal requirements). This should be carefully thought over before a 
conclusion is reached. 

• Provide information on the specific actions you have taken to ensure effectiveness 
and on the results of these. 

. Find the Guidelines on measuring the effectiveness of Internal Control Standards  
on BudgWeb (http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/-doc)services/guidelinesguidelines/doc-
081110_ics-effectivenessmeasureguidelines_en.pdf). 

 

2.2.3 – Conclusion 

The Director-General/Head of Service should draw here a general appreciation of the 
functioning of the internal control system in its entirety in his/her DG or service 
(including those elements which do not directly relate to the declaration of assurance, i.e. 
including the non-financial activities), based on the above information on: 

• the major events reported;  

• the assessment of the service's compliance with the control standards;  

• the assessment of the effectiveness of implementation for the prioritised standards; 

• any other key information regarding the implementation of the standards. 

He/she concludes whether the procedures in place control the key risks posed to the objectives 
of the DG/service and whether the controls work as intended. Any residual risks or 
weaknesses and the envisaged actions to improve the situation should be reported. For 
guidelines on assessing the effectiveness of the Internal Control System as a whole, see: 
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/services/guidelines/doc_081110_icsystemeffectiveness
measureguidelines_en.pdf 

The information for this overall assessment is typically supported by analysing and 
consolidating management self-assessments. Management self-assessments of the entire 
system can be done in the form of an "iCAT" (Internal Control Self-Assessment Tool) 
exercise – which is performed by asking a chosen audience to fill out an on-line anonymous 
questionnaire. It is available to help DGs/services make an informed judgment as to whether 

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/services/guidelines/doc_081110_icseffectivenessmeasureguidelines_en.pdf
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/services/guidelines/doc_081110_icsystemeffectivenessmeasureguidelines_en.pdf
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/services/guidelines/doc_081110_icsystemeffectivenessmeasureguidelines_en.pdf


the internal control system in place is effective in achieving the control objectives. Besides 
management self-assessments, other relevant sources like independent audits should also be 
considered. 

Hints and tips: 

• The conclusion covers all control systems, not only the financial systems. 

• Don't repeat things from the previous parts. 

• As an input to this assessment, it is often helpful to obtain the views of the members of 
management of your DG/service, using the self-assessment tool provided by DG 
BUDG. 

• Also consider any audit reports available. 

• If your assessment differs from the European Court of Auditors' assessment of your 
internal control systems14, provide a brief explanation for this difference of opinion. 

• Since the DG/HoS is responsible for the control system, this assessment should be 
made and/or approved by him/her. 

 Find best practice examples for a conclusion from the 2008 AARs in Guideline 3 in 
Section 3. 

Find more information on iCAT (launch guide, user guide and questionnaires) on 
BudgWeb (http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icat_en.html) under 
the heading "The iCAT exercise", or send an email asking for assistance (BUDG 
ICMT SUPPORT) 

                                                 
14 See the column "Functioning of supervisory and control systems" for your policy area in the DAS summary 
table in the Court's annual report. 

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icat_en.html
mailto:BUDG%20ICMT%20SUPPORT
mailto:BUDG%20ICMT%20SUPPORT


2.3   Information to the Commissioner 

The working methods of the Commission 2010-2014 provide that "The Member of the 
Commission and the Director-General meet at least twice a year in order to discuss the internal 
control weaknesses highlighted or the caveats expressed in the services' Annual Activity 
Report and the action plans devised in order to remedy them."  

Please report in this part how the working arrangements with the Commissioner15 were 
implemented during the reporting year. 

This part should also state the following (for DGs and services): "The main elements of this 
report and assurance declaration, [including the reservation(s) envisaged]16, have been 
brought to the attention of Commissioner <name>, responsible for <description of portfolio> 
[and Commissioner <name>, responsible for <description of portfolio>]17." 

Executive agencies should state the following: "The main elements of this report and 
assurance declaration, [including the reservation(s) envisaged]18 , have been brought to the 
attention of the agency's Steering Committee and to the parent DG(s) Director(s) General, 
who has/have taken these into consideration in his(her) reporting to Commissioner <name>, 
responsible for <description of portfolio> [and Commissioner <name>, responsible for 
<description of portfolio>]19." 

                                                 

15 Code of conduct for Commissioners of 20 August 2004, section 2.4.1.2: “The AAR of a department shall 
include information on the implementation of the working arrangements and of the mission statement”. 
16 Remove in case no reservations are made in the declaration of assurance.  
17 Remove if your DG/Service has only one Commissioner. 
18 Remove in case no reservations are made in the declaration of assurance. 
19 Remove if your DG/Service has only one Commissioner. 



PART 3.  BUILDING BLOCKS TOWARDS THE 
DECLARATION OF ASSURANCE (AND POSSIBLE 
RESERVATIONS TO IT) 

Unlike Part 2, which provided an overall picture and assessment of the sound management of 
the DG/service,  Part 3 of the AAR will logically argue and underpin the reasonable assurance 
given by the Authorising Officer by Delegation (AOD) in his/her declaration in Part 4 of the 
AAR. 

The declaration about reasonable assurance will cover the use of resources assigned to the 
activities for their intended purpose (purpose of Part 1) and in accordance with the principles 
of sound financial management: it will state whether the control procedures put in place give 
the necessary guarantees concerning the legality and regularity of the underlying 
transactions (to be covered by Part 3). 

Part 3 starts with the presentation and assessment of the building blocks towards reasonable 
assurance (part 3.1). In case the control systems have detected significant weaknesses in the 
implementation of certain areas of the budget20, which lead to a qualification of the assurance, 
or in case of a significant reputational event, this has to be presented and assessed in detail 
(part 3.2), leading to the assessment of the impact on the declaration (part 3.3). 

 

Hints and tips: 

• When drafting Part 3, keep in mind that everything you write has the purpose of 
building up the assurance you will give in the declaration. This will help you get a 
common thread ("fil rouge") throughout the text. Ideally, there should be a guiding 
theme which leads from one section to the next. Intermediate conclusions after each 
building block may facilitate the train of thought of the reader. 

• You need to use logical and convincing arguments to support the assurance. 
Consider how the "building blocks" are related between each other, and don't be 
afraid of using your conclusions on one of them to support your conclusion on 
another one. 

 

3.1  Building blocks towards reasonable assurance 

Reasonable assurance is the personal judgement of the AOD, based on all information at 
his/her disposal. This information can be structured around four pillars or "building blocks":  

1) The assessment by the management of the DG/service. This assessment is mainly based 
on the results of controls or control procedures performed by staff of the DG/service 
and, for shared management, reporting on controls performed by the control bodies of 
Member States. 

2) Results from independent audits during the reporting year. Independent audits can be 
                                                 
20 Or in the implementation of certain extra-budgetary operations, where applicable. 



performed by internal or external auditors. 

3) The follow-up of action plans which address weaknesses identified by internal and 
external audits in previous years. In case of recurring reservations, the DGs/service 
should indicate the target date(s) of the action plan and explain the progress already 
made to remediate the weaknesses. 

4) Assurance reported to the AODs for the implementation of budget lines by other AODs 
in the case of crossed sub-delegation. 

The precise nature and respective weight of the building blocks will vary from one DG/service 
to another, depending on the nature of its core activity and the control strategy chosen. DGs 
and services managing several distinct programmes or operating under different management 
modes may require a separate analysis for each of them for ensuring reasonable assurance 
across their entire range of activities21. 

Before you outline the assurance gained from each building block in the first four sub-parts of 
part 3.1, introduce how materiality has been defined by the AOD. This must not be done 
in detail here, instead just refer to your materiality criteria in Annex 4. These will be used 
to assess if the weaknesses identified by controls of each building block should lead to a 
reservation to the assurance (because only material weaknesses lead to a reservation) and 
should, therefore, logically be introduced here. 

This part ends in sub-part 3.1.5 with a statement on the completeness and reliability of the 
information provided in the building blocks, as well as a summary assessment of the 
conclusions of the analysis of the information reported under each building block. This 
summary should logically support the five statements included in the declaration of assurance 
(true and fair view, resources used for the intended purpose, sound financial management, 
legality and regularity and non-omission of significant information) for all your significant 
budget areas (expenditure programmes and management modes)22. 

                                                 
21 This principle is shown in the tool "Gathering your elements of assurance" (see Guideline 5) which is designed 
to cover all the activities of the service's budget. Which building blocks you use within each activity can differ, 
but it is key that all activities are sufficiently covered by enough elements to reach reasonable assurance. 
22 Or extra-budgetary operations, where applicable. 



Hints and tips: 

• Irrespectively of whether you make a reservation or not, you need to report your 
materiality criteria in Annex 4 (and not in the body of the AAR). 

• In the relevant building block in part 3.1, compare the weakness with all the 
materiality criteria. Identify the criteria which are breached and lead to a 
reservation. 

• You are expected to align your materiality criteria with the DGs in your "DG family". 

• It is important to demonstrate that the control results (especially error rates), the 
materiality criteria, the reservations and the assurance given are coherent. 

• Make sure that your argumentation takes into account the overall judgement of the 
European Court of Auditors for your policy area. Argue exhaustively and take into 
consideration the Commission's replies to the Court's annual report, if you differ in 
your assessment. This will be important for the Court's assessment of the quality of 
your AAR. 

• Needless to say, also mention those areas which are well managed! 

 In Guideline 4 in Section 3 you will find an overview of the key elements of the 
building blocks for assurance. You may also wish to use the non-mandatory 
Guideline 5 which describes the sources of these elements. 

 

3.1.1 – Building block 1: Assessment by management 

The aim of this section is to present the main elements of your control strategy in order to 
determine the key control results which are useful for the overall assurance building process. 
The presentation of the control strategy should refer to Annex 5, the Internal Control 
Template(s) for Budget Implementation. Avoid repeating information included in Annex 5; 
simply provide a short reminder of the 'weight' of each significant budget area or management 
mode (as outlined in Annex 5) managed by the DG.  

Key indicators, including error rates 

The assessment by management is supported throughout the year by the results of the 
controls operated which, if systematically registered, lead to useful indicators of the legality 
and regularity of the underlying transactions. Report in this section your key control indicators 
for the reporting year and compare them to the targets previously set up and to previous 
years' results. The indicators reported should include error rates detected by your controls. 
They should be organised according to the logical sequence Input to controls – Output from 
controls – Results of controls – Impact of controls. 

DGs/services are reminded not only to present the results of controls but also to report on the 
analysis of the errors which have been detected, their root causes and the actions taken to 
correct them and to prevent similar errors in the future where possible. Results should be 
quantified: where error rates are used, these should be clearly stated along with how these 
relate to the remainder of the (unchecked) population. Where systems assessments are 
presented, the reasoning behind these should be clearly set out along with the assumptions on 
the exposure across the whole population. 



Report key indicators for all the results of controls (ex-ante and ex-post), covering legality and 
regularity (see above), and where possible23 also covering sound financial management 
(effectiveness and efficiency/economy; e.g. based on results from the selection and contracting 
processes), and results of anti-fraud action (see below under "Fraud prevention and 
detection"). See Guideline 6 for illustrative examples of key indicators. 

When considering the assurance to be drawn, consider these indicators together with the 
information in the other building blocks (internal and external audit findings and issues 
reported by other AODs). 

Representative error rate 

The analysis should consider the results of the various ex-ante24 and ex-post controls25. Yet, 
for assurance building purposes, it is possible to rely exclusively on the results of an ex-post 
audit of a representative sample of transactions, as this measures the errors which have not 
been detected by the previous controls and, therefore, is an indicator of their effectiveness. In 
such case, you must demonstrate that the resulting ex-post error rate is representative of your 
entire population26 (see Guideline 9 in Section 3) 

In case the available ex-post audit results are not representative, e.g. because the transactions 
have been sampled on a risk-basis or because the size of the random sample is too small, it is 
not possible to rely exclusively on them to provide assurance. They must be considered jointly 
with other control results and any additional available information. In such case it is suggested 
that the AOD would follow the following pattern:  

• Consider all available control results and indicators, both from your existing ex-ante and 
ex-post controls; 

• Assess the completeness and reliability of these results and indicators; 

• Determine whether the detailed results of each control are systematically registered, so 
that they can be used for producing reliable and useful indicators which would 
contribute to building assurance; 

• In case these results and indicators do not sufficiently cover the control system or are 
considered not to be reliable, determine whether it is possible to replace the missing 
data or to rely on estimations, based on the available information and on the basis of 
reasonable assumptions; 

• Consider information obtained from the remaining building blocks; 
                                                 
23  However, please note that DGs/services will be expected to report sound financial management indicators in 
their 2012 AARs. 
24 Ex-ante controls may include verifications in the financial circuits, exceptions recording, project selection, 
contract negotiation, project evaluation, legal and financial viability checks, audit certificates on cost statements 
or accounting systems, desk controls, on-the-spot audit before payment, etc. 
25 Ex-post controls are not limited to a sample of financial audits on-the-spot of beneficiaries; they can also be a 
sample of transactions re-checked by management after they have been processed – e.g. "surveillance", 
verification missions, desk checks on the additional supporting information, etc. 
26 For DGs/services that rely on a common control sample and a common ex-post error rate, the individual AODs 
may carry out complementary controls, in order to cover sub-populations or activities not adequately covered by 
the common representative sample. They should equally rely on the information available on the results of other 
controls and under the other building blocks for assurance. 



• Analyse the available information, specifically addressing contradictory results or 
inconsistencies among the results, indicators and any other relevant information 
considered; 

• Assess whether the resulting analysis and conclusions satisfactorily support the 
declaration of assurance; 

• If necessary, in case the available indicators do not fully support the declaration of 
assurance, a change in the internal control architecture may be required for the future. In 
this case, consider amending the control strategy or developing data collection 
methodology to improve control data and reliability in the future – e.g. by taking the 
following possible measures: 

- In case it is not possible to report adequate indicators of the results of some of these 
controls, introduce the necessary changes to your procedures and data processing 
systems, ensuring systematic registration of control results, in order to produce a 
reliable indicator in the future; 

- Re-design your internal control system, replacing or introducing additional controls 
whose results are more adequate to support assurance;  

- Consider re-balancing the relative weight of ex-ante and ex-post controls; or 

- Consider the ex-post auditing of a representative sample of transactions. 

• Present clearly and concisely this analysis and conclusions with a convincing narrative 
which logically supports the declaration of assurance for all significant budget areas. 

Residual error rate 

The calculation of the residual error rate (i.e. the "net" error rate after correction of the 
errors found by ex-ante and ex-post controls) should be underpinned by quantitative 
information, in table format, on the errors detected and showing how the errors have been 
corrected. In terms of timing, the correction is deemed to have been effected 27 at the time 
when the recovery order has been authorised (even if not yet cashed 28) or when the amount 
due has been recorded in the local accounting system for offsetting against the next payment. 
This date may vary according to the data processing and internal control modalities 
implemented in each DG. In any case, the amount receivable must have been entered in the 
accounting systems in time for the closure of the reporting year and the controls 
implemented must provide assurance that it will be recovered without undue delay. 

It is important to recall the difference in concept and purpose between the (ex-post) detected 
error rate and the residual error rate:  

• The (ex-post) detected error rate is an indicator of the quality of the ex-ante controls. 
It gives an estimate of the errors that remain undetected in the population of transactions 
after the standard ex-ante controls have been performed; 

                                                 
27 cf. "having already effectively reduced the exposure" 
28 i.e. by analogy to a company entering sales revenue in their accounting system when (after meeting all legal 
conditions for it) the invoice has been issued, even though at that stage the receivable has not been cashed yet. 



• The (ex-post) residual error rate estimates the 'net' errors that remain in the population 
of transactions after performance of the ex-ante controls and after implementing the 
results of ex-post controls as 'corrections' as well. After all, the ex-post controls are 
part of the overall internal control chain – a fact which has been recognised by the 
European Court of Auditors.  

Example of application (cf. the approach taken by the Research DGs): When the (ex-post) 
detected error rate is above 2%, a certain sub-segment of the population (usually comprising 
the larger transactions) may be targeted for further ex-post auditing and subsequent 
'cleaning'; i.e. 'corrections' are being made via implementing and sometimes even 
'extrapolating' the ex-post audit results to that part of the population. Even with the error rate 
in the other sub-segment remaining above 2%, due to the near 0% 'net' residual error rate in 
the first sub-segment, the residual error rate in the total budget will be reduced towards the 
target of 2%. 

For more detailed guidance on these aspects, see Guideline 9. 

Using the best information available 

The AOD is required to use the best information available to decide whether to qualify the 
declaration of assurance with a reservation and to quantify the amount at risk. In practice, this 
could be achieved under the following approach: 

• The AOD is expected to examine the information available and reach a conclusion as of 
its reliability, namely by comparing it and checking its consistency with other relevant 
available data and sources of information. 

• In case the available information is found to be not fully reliable, the AOD would be 
expected to attempt to improve or complete it by using other available sources of 
information. 

• If this is not possible, the AOD would then use the best estimate possible, for example 
for shared management, on the basis of the Commission flat rates used for legal 
proceedings on financial corrections. 

• Finally, in case the decision to introduce a reservation and/or the quantification of the 
amount at risk is based on adjusted or estimated data, the overall nature and impact of 
such adjustments should be disclosed to an appropriate extent. 

For Services with multi-annual programmes, the following aspects should be reported: 

• In the case of multi-annual programmes, this section should present evidence that the 
control systems are effective in a multi-annual perspective, by presenting information 
on the errors detected and showing how these are corrected within the programme 
lifecycle (information on recoveries, financial corrections, etc). For such programmes, 
usually the control objective is expressed in terms of a multiannual residual error rate as 
materiality criterion. Then, each year, the AOD is to assess whether she/he has 
assurance that the available control results allow to conclude that the DG is on track to 
meet its multiannual objective at the end of the programme lifecycle.  

For DGs under shared management, the following aspects should be reported: 

• The indicators should include the best available information on the results of controls 
performed by Member States 



• Shared management DGs should ensure a high level of transparency as regards their 
assessment of the control systems in each Member State, as well as regards providing 
information on interruptions, suspensions of payments, and financial corrections and 
reporting on them systematically in their AARs. The assessment of Member States' 
control systems should be reported according to the template which was developed for 
the 2010 AARs29. Central Services remain at the disposal of the DGs concerned to assist 
them in their efforts to harmonise this reporting across the family. 

• Furthermore, particular attention should be devoted to clearly linking the various 
strands of control, exercised either by the Commission or by the Member states. In this 
case an overview of the annual summaries should be presented in this part, along with 
a preliminary assessment of the quality of each of these summaries and of the assurance 
to be gained from them30 ; 

• Any assurance which can be drawn from available national declarations; 

• The key underlying assumptions if the calculation of financial exposure is based on 
estimations31. 

Fraud prevention and detection (if applicable) 

The internal Action Plan (SEC(2011)787 final) for the implementation of the Commission 
Anti-Fraud Strategy (COM(2011) 376 final) requires DGs to develop an anti-fraud strategy 
at DG level by 2013 32. Those DGs/Services that have already developed an anti-fraud strategy 
and/or have implemented measures33 in this area (e.g. specific risk analysis of beneficiaries, 
close monitoring of selected projects or contracts, or any other measures to mitigate fraud 
risks) are to outline briefly here under this building block the specific results from those anti-
fraud actions taken during the reporting year, as well as the elements of assurance that can be 
drawn from them. If possible, also report anonymised, quantitative information on the 
operation of these specific controls (See Guideline 6 for illustrative indicators). DGs that are 
in the process of establishing an anti-fraud strategy may report on the progress made in 2011. 

Article 66(2) of the Financial Regulation (if applicable) 

Finally, any cases where instructions have been confirmed in writing to an Authorising Officer 
by the delegating authority, under the circumstances described in Article 66(2) of the 
Financial Regulation (i.e. where an Authorising Officer considered that a decision s/he had to 
take was irregular or contrary to the principle of sound financial management), should be 
                                                 
29 See BudgWeb: 
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_memberstatescontrol
systemsassessment_en.pdf 
30 See Guideline no 10, which contains an excerpt of the conclusion of the Commission staff working paper 
"Adding value to Declarations: increasing assurance on execution in shared management" (SEC(2011)250 final) 
on the use of annual summaries and national declarations from Member States. 
31 For instance, financial exposure in Cohesion policy is calculated on the basis of an estimated risk for payments 
which has been defined for each of the four management opinion that can be given for an operational 
programme's internal control system (e.g. for a programme assessed as Category 2 - "Reasonable assurance with 
moderate impact" - the risk for payments is estimated at less than 5 %). These percentages constitute a key 
assumption which should be clearly disclosed in the AAR. 
32  On the basis of a methodology to be provided by OLAF and BUDG by 2012. 
33 Which have become an 'embedded' part of the control system and should thus also be included in the Internal 
Control Template in Annex 5. 



reported here.  

Cost-effectiveness of controls (if available) 

As provided by the Financial Regulation, the AOD has to report on the whether funds have 
been managed according to the principles of sound financial management and is responsible to 
put in place internal controls in view of the risk to be managed. Therefore, those DGs/Services 
where this information is available should report the following elements: 

• Data on the benefits of controls during the reporting year (i.e. recoveries and financial 
corrections); 

• A conclusion on how cost-effective your control system is: note that materiality will be 
maintained at 2 %.  

In all cases, the draft version of the relevant part of your AAR will be discussed with SG and 
DG BUDG in the context of the peer review of AARs. 

Subsequent events 

Qualitative and quantitative information reported in the building blocks should reflect the 
situation at 31 December of the reporting year. In addition, any relevant subsequent events, 
which take place and are recorded prior to the signature of the AAR on 31 March, should be 
reported separately under the appropriate building block. 

For events with financial implications, such as the receipt of a revised cost statement or a 
formal agreement with a Member State authority on a financial correction, the accounting 
operation (i.e. the amount receivable) should have been entered into the accounting system by 
31 March and the internal control system should provide sufficient assurance that the amount 
will be recovered without undue delay. 

Any decision on whether to qualify the declaration of assurance with a reservation and to 
quantify the amount at risk should be based on reported events meeting these conditions. The 
AOD should be confident that the internal control system provides sufficient assurance that the 
reported event will be adequately processed or otherwise dealt with. DGs/services should 
avoid drawing conclusions based on speculation as regards events which are likely to happen 
and/or be recorded after the signature of the AAR.  



Hints and tips: 

• When discussing the assurance you obtain for each significant budget area 
(expenditure programme or management mode)34, try to explain it so that an 
external reader will easily understand it. 

• Your ICT(s) should be stable over the years (except in case of modifications to your 
control systems). Therefore all control results from the reporting year (e.g. error 
rates) should be reported in the narrative text in this part (3.1.1), and not in the 
ICT(s). 

• Make sure there is no overlap between the narrative text in this part and the 
information in the ICT(s). 

• Put effort into presenting those indicators of legality and regularity which provide 
convincing evidence for the assurance process and cover, in their totality, the 
significant components of the budget implemented by your DG/service. A few well-
chosen indicators will support your conclusions. 

• Don't forget to consider including indicators of ex-ante controls, in order to prevent 
excessive concentration on ex-post controls. 

• Use the suggested indicators for your management mode as a starting point (see 
reference below). 

• Don't forget to relate the indicators to targets and to last year's outcome. 

• Don't forget to include information on all major activities35.  

• The results of controls specifically aimed at preventing and detecting fraud, which 
support assurance,  should be reported under this building block.  

 See Guideline 6 for illustrative examples of key indicators. 

 

3.1.2 – Building block 2: Results from audits during the reporting year 

This part should include a reference to the IAC's audit opinion, relevant IAS audit reports and 
relevant findings of the European Court of Auditors, and explain how these have been taken 
into account for building the assurance (most audit reports contain an opinion on which some 
assurance on the activity audited may be based). 

                                                 
34  Or extra-budgetary operations, where applicable. 
35 Including significant extra-budgetary operations (only relevant to DG ECFIN and BUDG) 



Hints and tips: 

• You should only report on critical and very important recommendations.  

• Note that IAS and IAC recommendations are internal to Commission and therefore 
should not be reproduced word-for-word in the AAR, nor should the entire IAC 
audit opinion be reproduced word-for-word or attached as an annex. 

• AODs who do not propose reservations for significant weaknesses highlighted by the 
European Court of Auditors should explain here the reasons for this. 

 The standard template for the IAC audit opinion, agreed with Auditnet, can be 
found in Guideline 12 in Section 3. 

 

3.1.3 – Building block 3: Follow-up of reservations and action plans for audits from previous 
years  

Follow-up action on audit recommendations and the previous year's reservations considerably 
inform the permanent assurance process, as these represent corrective action to improve the 
internal control system. In this part the following elements of assurance have to be presented: 

• Follow-up of previous years' reservation(s): state of play of the action plan 
implementation. In cases where the AOD considers that s/he is in a position to lift a 
reservation that was made in previous years, this should be justified, using the same 
criteria as those that originally led to this reservation. It must be convincingly 
demonstrated that the weakness which was at the origin of the reservation has been 
adequately addressed. In case of a recurring reservation, the AOD should indicate the 
target date(s) of the action plan and explain the progress already made to remediate the 
weaknesses; 

• Follow-up of European Court of Auditors findings and recommendations on the 
functioning of the DG's/service's control system. In particular DGs/service that received 
a "red light" from the European Court of Auditors for one of the two last years should 
explain how the weaknesses noted by the Court have been addressed and in case of 
differences of opinion clearly explain this, presenting evidence as appropriate; 

• Follow-up of any weaknesses reported by the Internal Audit Capability36, the 
Internal Audit Service37 and in the previous Synthesis report; only report on critical 
and very important recommendations. Significant delays in the implementation of 
action plans should be reported; 

• For shared management: follow-up of weaknesses reported by the national authorities in 
previous annual summaries or any reservations made to national declarations. 

 
                                                 
36  IAC = the Internal Audit Capability, i.e. the DG's/service's own internal auditor. 
37  IAS = the Commission's Internal Audit Service, i.e. the Commission's horizontal auditor. 



.     Hints and tips: 

• This part (3.1.3) should only include information relevant for the assurance. 

• This part should refer to concrete results and impact of the actions taken (recoveries, 
reduced error rates,…) 

 

3.1.4 – Building block 4: Assurance received from other Authorising Officers in cases of 
crossed sub-delegation 

The following information constitutes the minimum requirement: 

• a list of the activities covered by crossed sub-delegations granted to AODs in 
another DG/service; 

• a summary of the conditions of these cross–delegations (i.e. the control and reporting 
requirements)38; 

• information on the controls carried out, any weaknesses identified and the actions 
taken to remedy these should be reported in this part (3.1.4)39. 

Where appropriate, a reservation should be set out in Part 3 of the report on the basis of this 
reporting. 

If applicable, this part (3.1.4) should provide information on the assurance gained by the AOD 
for sub-delegated budget lines.  

If it is not applicable, the heading should be maintained with a comment "n/a" afterwards. 

3.1.5 – Completeness and reliability of the information reported in the building blocks and 
conclusion on overall assurance 

In preparation for the reservations and declaration of assurance, this part provides a statement 
on the completeness (as regards the coverage of the budget delegated to the AOD40, i.e. that 
information has been reported for all significant budget areas) and the reliability of the 
information reported in the building blocks (3.1.1 – 3.1.4). 

Moreover, it is key to present here a convincing narrative (a 'fil-rouge' storyline) which 
summarises the conclusions of the analysis of the information reported under each building 
block. This summary should logically support the five statements included in the declaration 
of assurance (true and fair view, resources used for the intended purpose, sound financial 
management, legality and regularity and non-omission of significant information41 for all your 

                                                 
38 These arrangements should be laid down in the cross-delegation act. 
39  Note that the central services have chosen not to establish a standard "assurance declaration" form for cross-
delegated funds, because the specific reporting requirements are often laid down in the formal conditions for the 
cross-delegated funds (e.g. in the case of Service Level Agreements). 
40 As well as any significant extra-budgetary operations. 
41 In the declaration of assurance, the AOD confirms that s/he is not aware of anything not reported in the AAR 
which could harm the interests of the institution. 



significant expenditure programmes and management modes. This includes considering the 
'subsequent events' reported, if any, before concluding and proceeding to Part 3.2. 

In view of the length and structure of the AARs, this summary of the assurance obtained from 
the different building blocks is particularly useful for the reader. It will draw significant 
attention and should therefore be drafted with care. Remember to make your arguments simple 
and clear, so that the external reader will be convinced. End with a conclusion on the overall 
assurance you draw for your entire budget. 

3.2   Reservations 

When issuing a reservation, the template provided below this box should be used. 

For each reservation, you should:  

• indicate the scope of the reservation; 

• describe the specific cause of the weakness; 

• refer to the materiality criteria applied (in Annex 4); 

• quantify the impact in monetary terms as far as possible (see guidelines below); 

• explain the impact on the declaration of assurance; 

• set out the corrective action planned and who is responsible for taking this action. 

The conclusions on whether the weaknesses are material enough to lead to a reservation 
should always be clearly explained and justified. An action plan should be outlined, 
including responsibility for the actions, target dates and an assessment of the impact of the 
actions. In particular, AODs who have not proposed reservations for weaknesses mentioned by 
the European Court of Auditors in the DAS chapter of its annual report are expected to explain 
the reasons for this (in this part or in building block 3), outlining the actions taken to address 
the weaknesses and, in case of differences of opinion clearly explain these, presenting 
evidence as appropriate. 

Hints and tips: 

• Please note that each reservation must be reported in a separate template. 

• Make the reservation as precise as possible (as regards its scope, quantification and the action 
plan). Avoid unnecessarily wide reservations.  

• The text should be self-explanatory; it should avoid jargon and cross-references in order to 
facilitate reading for the external reader.  

• Include a precise action plan. 

 See Guideline 7 on determining materiality as regards legality and regularity, Guideline 8 
on the different types of significant weakness and Guideline 9 on the link between error 
rate, amount at risk, ABB-materiality and reservation as well as the "10 Golden Rules for 
making a reservation" in Guideline 11  in Section 3. 



Reservation template: 

DG/service  

Title of the 
reservation, 
including its scope 

The title should be precise and clear, as the declaration of assurance will only 
refer to the title of the reservation. The title needs to include the scope of the 
reservation, stated as precisely as possible. For this, AODs are encouraged to 
indicate explicitly the programming period, the programmes, Member States, 
managing agencies/systems etc. affected by the reservation. 

Domain The management mode as well as the programme/activity concerned should be 
mentioned here.  

(e.g. "Direct management – grants" or "Shared management – FEDER") 

ABB activity and 
amount 

Indicate the ABB activity concerned and the corresponding budget amount 42 

Reason for the 
reservation 

Explain why the problem occurred, the type of weakness (see the five types of 
significant weaknesses in Guideline 8), how it was identified and why it could not 
be solved to date. 

Materiality 
criterion/criteria 

Indicate which of the DG's/service's materiality criteria was breached. 

(e.g the legality and regularity-related criterion of 2 % of the budget of the ABB 
activity) 

Quantification of 
the impact 

Reservations should be quantified as precisely as possible, and indicated as a 
percentage of the ABB activity concerned 43. 

If there is a financial impact, at least the maximum amount at risk for the 
Community budget 44 should be identified here. In case of system audits, notably 
for shared or centralised indirect management, the scope of the systems on 
which conclusions cannot be reached at this time should be defined as precisely 
as possible. In both cases, the likelihood of errors occurring should be specified, 
if possible. 

Impact on the 
assurance 

Specify which part of the assurance is affected by the weakness and to what 
extent. 

• [Report does not give a true and fair view; 

• Resources not used for the intended purpose; 

• Principles of sound financial management not respected; 

• Legality and regularity of financial transactions at stake; 

                                                 
42 If the reservation concerns extra-budgetary activities, the central services can provide advice on their 
quantification. 
43 A percentage is obviously not applicable for extra-budgetary activities. 
44 Or for the extra-budgetary activity. 



Responsibility for  
the weakness and 
its correction 

As part of the analysis undertaken to identify the nature, cause and impact of 
reservations, the DG/service should seek to identify the responsibility for the 
weakness and the responsibility for taking corrective action, whether this 
should lie within the DG/service itself or with a third party entrusted with 
budget implementation tasks (i.e. another Commission service, Member State's 
management authority…). 

Corrective action Indicate the main elements of the action plan set up by your DG/service for 
correcting the weakness: 

• what action(s) 

• which actor(s) will take the action (Commission, Member State…) 

• target date(s). 

Give, if applicable, details about the corrective actions already taken, such as 
recoveries, financial corrections, suspension of payments etc (date, amount, 
reservation/weakness at the origin of the corrective action…). In case of 
recurring reservations, explain the progress made in the reporting year and any
difficulties encountered. 

If the corrective action is not ultimately the responsibility of the service itself, or 
are not manageable, the DG/service should nevertheless seek to provide 
information on any action it might be able to take which could mitigate the 
adverse effects of the weakness. 

 

3.3. Overall conclusions on the combined impact of the reservations on the 
declaration as a whole 

The AOD should provide an assessment of the combined impact of any reservations made on 
the declaration and reach a clear conclusion as to whether, in the light of those 
reservations, the assurance to be provided in the declaration can be given.  

The AOD could consider the 'overall' financial impact resulting from the reservations, 
weighed by the relative share of the ABB activity concerned by each reservation. 

The situation for the DG/service as a whole will be quite different when a reservation concerns 
the DG's/service's only/main/core ABB-activity, rather than when it concerns an ABB-activity 
which is a relatively small part of the DG's/service's overall budget. Such 'considerations' 
should then be explained here.  

Then the AOD signs his/her declaration, albeit duly qualified with the reservations. 



PART 4.  DECLARATION OF ASSURANCE 

 

The declaration should be presented in accordance with the standard text hereinafter. In case 
a DG/service considers that the nature or extent of the reservations might present problems of 
consistency with the standard wording of the declaration, it should consult as early as 
possible the central services (SG BUDG AAR SUBMISSIONS AND HELPDESK). 

The standard text of the AOD’s declaration is provided in English and French below. 

 

EN      I, the undersigned, 

Director-General of 
Head of Service of 

In my capacity as authorising officer by delegation45 

Declare that the information contained in this report gives a true and fair view 46. 

State that I have reasonable assurance that the resources assigned to the activities described in 
this report have been used for their intended purpose and in accordance with the principles of 
sound financial management, and that the control procedures put in place give the necessary 
guarantees concerning the legality and regularity of the underlying transactions. 

This reasonable assurance is based on my own judgement and on the information at my 
disposal, such as the results of the self-assessment, ex-post controls, the work of the internal 
audit capability, [the observations of the Internal Audit Service - delete this if not applicable] 
[and the lessons learnt from the reports of the Court of Auditors - delete this if not applicable] 
for years prior to the year of this declaration. 

Confirm that I am not aware of anything not reported here which could harm the interests of 
the institution47. 

                                                 
45  Executive agencies should replace "authorising officer by delegation" by "authorising officer for the operating 
(administrative) budget and authorising officer by delegation for the operational budget" here. THIS 
FOOTNOTE IS PROVISIONAL, AWAITING ADOPTION BY THE COMMISSION OF THE INTERNAL RULES 
2012. 
46 True and fair in this context means a reliable, complete and correct view on the state of affairs in the service. 
47  Executive agencies should replace "the institution" with "[the name of the executive agency] or those of the 
Commission" here. THE AMENDMENT MADE TO THIS FOOTNOTE COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS AAR 
INSTRUCTIONS IS PROVISIONAL, AWAITING ADOPTION BY THE COMMISSION OF THE INTERNAL 
RULES 2012. 

mailto:SG%20BUDG%20AAR%20SUBMISSIONS%20AND%20HELPDESK


[However the following reservations should be noted: ………] (delete this sentence if not 
applicable) 

Place …………….., date ................  

………(signature) 

Name of the AOD 



FR      Je soussigné 

Directeur général de 
Chef de Service de 

en ma qualité d'ordonnateur délégué48 

Déclare par la présente que les informations contenues dans le présent rapport sont sincères et 
véritables 49. 

Affirme avoir une assurance raisonnable que les ressources allouées aux activités décrites 
dans le présent rapport ont été utilisées aux fins prévues et conformément au principe de bonne 
gestion financière et que les procédures de contrôle mises en place donnent les garanties 
nécessaires quant à la légalité et la régularité des opérations sous-jacentes. 

Cette assurance raisonnable se fonde sur mon propre jugement et sur les éléments 
d’information à ma disposition, comme, par exemple, les résultats de l'auto-évaluation, des 
contrôles ex post, des travaux de "l'internal audit capability", [des observations du Service 
d'audit interne - supprimer si non applicable] [ainsi que des enseignements retirés des 
rapports de la Cour des comptes - supprimer si non applicable] relatifs aux exercices 
antérieurs à celui de cette déclaration. 

Confirme en outre n’avoir connaissance d’aucun fait non signalé pouvant nuire aux intérêts de 
l’institution50. 

[Toutefois les réserves suivantes doivent être relevées : ………] (supprimer cette phrase si 
non applicable) 

Fait à …………….., le ………(signature) 

Nom de l'OD 

                                                 
48  Les agences exécutives remplaceront la mention "d'ordonnateur délégué" par "d'ordonnateur pour le budget 
administratif et d'ordonnateur délégué pour le budget opérationnel". CETTE FOOTNOTE EST 
PROVISIONNELLE, EN ATTENDANT L'ADOPTION PAR LA COMMISSION DES REGLES INTERNES 2012. 
49 Sincère et véritable dans ce contexte signifie une vue fiable, complète et correcte de l’état des affaires dans le 
service. 
50 Les agences exécutives remplacent ici "l'institution" par "[le nom de l'agence exécutive] ou à ceux de la 
Commission". LE CHANGEMENT DE CETTE FOOTNOTE COMPAREE A LA VERSION DERNIERE DES 
INSTRUCTIONS RAA EST PROVISIONNELLE, EN ATTENDANT L'ADOPTION PAR LA COMMISSION DES 
REGLES INTERNES 2012. 



 

 

ANNEX 1: Statement of the Resources Director 

The statement51 of the Resources Director52 aims at informing the report’s reader about the 
information flow between the Resources Director and the Director-General/Head of Service on 
internal control matters in the context of the AAR's preparation. By signing the statement, the 
Resources Director also certifies that the information in the annexes to the report is accurate 
and exhaustive. 

In the event of a disagreement between the Resources Director and the Director-General/Head 
of Service on an important issue regarding internal control matters or the annexes to the AAR, 
this will be brought as early as possible to the attention of the responsible Commissioner, the 
Secretary-General and the Director-General of DG BUDG in writing. 

Template: 

EN  “I declare that in accordance with the Commission’s communication on clarification of the 
responsibilities of the key actors in the domain of internal audit and internal control in the 
Commission 53, I have reported my advice and recommendations to the Director-General/Head 
of Service on the overall state of internal control in the DG/service. 

I hereby certify that the information provided in Parts 2 and 3.1 of the present AAR and in its 
annexes 2 to 5 [6] [7] is, to the best of my knowledge, accurate and exhaustive.” 

FR  « Je déclare que, conformément à la communication à la Commission sur la clarification des 
responsabilités des acteurs-clé en matière d’audit et de contrôle interne à la Commission54, 
j’ai communiqué au Directeur général/Chef de Service mes avis et recommandations sur l’état 
général du contrôle interne dans la DG/le service. 

Je certifie également par la présente que les informations fournies dans les parties 2 et 3.1 du 
présent rapport annuel d’activité et dans ses annexes 2 à 5 [6] [7] sont, à ma meilleure 
connaissance, exactes et complètes. » 

                                                 
51  This statement was introduced by the note SEC(2004) 147 of 19.02.2004 in order to reflect the information 

flow between the key actors in the AAR process. 
52  In case the Director General has designated another person than the Resources Director to be the internal 

control coordinator (ICC), this person must inform the Resources Director on the state of internal control 
within the DG or service. If there is no resource director, the statement should be signed by the person 
exercising these functions. 

53  SEC(2003)59 of 21.01.2003. 
54  SEC(2003)59 of 21.01.2003. 



ANNEX 2: Human and Financial resources 

DGs/services should report ex-post in the AAR on – as far as possible - all human resources 
actually at their disposal55, i.e. execution data from the reporting year (as opposed to the 
original budget authorisation of posts and estimates in terms of external personnel on the basis 
of average costs set out in the Final allocation for the reporting year). 

To help in the collection of the relevant data, a snapshot will be taken in Sysper2 on 1st 
December 2011 for this annex. This snapshot will anticipate the staffing on 31 December 
2011. DGs/services will be able to retrieve it via Business Objects by following the 
instructions in the "HR Reporting – Screening" manual, which is regularly updated and 
available in Business Objects. The snapshot will show the total number of establishment plan 
posts, contractual and other external personnel in Sysper2 as of 31 December of the reporting 
year (excluding trainees and intra-muros service providers, who do not constitute Commission 
personnel and are not part of its workforce). DGs/services are then kindly requested to update 
the breakdown by ABB activity initially provided in their MP and report the figures in a table 
which follows the template below. Where relevant, DGs/services insert remarks on substantial 
differences between original planning and actual occupation as of 31 December 2011. 

Template:  

Human Resources by ABB activity Code 
ABB 

Activity 
ABB 

Activity Establishment Plan posts External Personnel     Total: 

     

     
     
 Total:    

 

General remark: the above data rely on the snapshot of Commission personnel actually 
employed in each DG/ service as of 31/12/2011. These data do not constitute full-time-
equivalent units throughout the year. 

DGs should also report on implementation of decentralised administrative appropriations of 
their Global envelope as of 31 December 2011 (budget lines: XX 01 02 11 00 01 to              
XX 01 02 11 00 06) by inserting the Excel file received from BUDG A6 following the 2013 
budget circular. 

 

                                                 
55  Posts and external personnel, financed under all headings of the multi-annual financial framework. 



ANNEX 3: Draft annual accounts and financial reports 

The Implementing Rules of the Financial Regulation require certain information to be 
provided in the AAR;  regarding the compliance with payment time limits and suspension of 
time limits (Article 106.6 of the IR),  negotiated procedures (Art. 60.7 of the FR and 54 of IR), 
the contractors to whom building contracts have been awarded (Art. 119(2) of IR), the 
contracts declared secret in accordance with Article 126(1)(j) (Art. 119(2) of IR) and the 
waivers of recovery orders involving EUR 100,000 or more (Art. 87.5 of the IR). Some further 
information has been added to these reports in order to support the information required by the 
IR/FR.  

All these financial reports, as well as the balance sheet and the economic outturn account of 
each service, can be extracted directly from the ABAC DataWarehouse.   

The explanatory note on how to produce the reports ("User's Guide to the BO Report") will be 
published on BUDGWEB at the following address:  

http://www.cc.cec/budg/rep/aar/aar_en.html 

Please note that: 

• all differences between the data reported and reality should be discussed with DG 
BUDG and resolved before running the final reports to be included in your AAR; 

• for transferred and split activities, there may be difficulties in producing the financial 
data. Care should be taken to check the reasonableness of the data, and if necessary a 
manual comment could be added to the tables whose data does not completely reflect 
the activity for the entire reporting year, 

• if your service reports several negotiated procedures in Table 11, you should add a note 
to this table which sets out the factual reasons for these (without referring to any 
Commission-internal document, and without any internal criticism). 

http://www.cc.cec/budg/rep/aar/aar_en.html


ANNEX 4: Materiality criteria 

This annex provides detailed explanation on how the AOD defined the materiality threshold 
as a basis for determining significant weaknesses that should be subject to a formal 
reservation to his/her declaration.  

The materiality criteria should be established by all DGs/services, independent of the existence 
of a reservation. 

 See detailed Guideline 7 for the determination of materiality as regards the legality 
and regularity of the financial operations authorised during the reporting year.  

Furthermore, for the 2011 AARs, AODs are not required to set targets for the other internal 
control objectives (cf. Art. 28b of the Financial Regulation). Yet, these should be envisaged for 
2012. 



ANNEX 5:InternalControl Template(s) for budget implementation 
(ICT) 

An Internal Control Template(s) for Budget Implementation should be provided in    
Annex 5 for each significant budget area56 of the DG/service. This includes the control 
systems for grants as well as procurement. In some cases, where a particular budget area has 
only a minor budgetary importance, it may be more efficient to refer to the ICTs of other 
DGs/services. Note that the ICTs don't necessarily have to be by management mode. In fact, in 
many cases it makes more sense to do separate ICTs for grants and procurement activities. 

The ICT presents the management and control systems through a concise, readable, and 
consistent presentation of the key inherent risks and the control systems in place to address 
these risks Anti-fraud measures (e.g. risk analysis, close monitoring of selected contracts or 
grants, etc.) which have become an embedded part of your internal control system should be 
reported in the relevant ICT. 

The template as presented below can be adapted to the specific situation of the DG/service. 
The template may be supplemented by extra narrative where this is necessary to aid 
understanding. 

Specific ICTs have been designed by certain families of DGs. Illustrative examples are 
available on the SG's AAR homepage 57. These specific templates constitute the models to be 
used by the DGs concerned. 

DGs/services operating with different management modes and/or whose budget execution 
contains a significant share of procurement contracts should provide multiple ICTs to reflect 
the different control systems set up. If a DG/service provides multiple ICTs, possible repetition 
of common elements should be avoided by cross-referencing to other parts of the annex. 

DGs that have significant extra-budgetary operations58 should also provide an ICT(s) for 
these, outlining the main control mechanisms in place for these operations. Naturally, the 
figures reported will be non-budgetary rather than budgetary. 

 

                                                 
56 Or extra-budgetary operation, as applicable. 

57  http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab  

 
58 This is only relevant to DG ECFIN and BUDG. 

http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab
http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab


Template: 

ICT N°: 
Management mode: 
[Direct centralised, indirect centralised, 
decentralised, shared, or joint 
management] 
Key figures: 
[Key figures to be provided under this 
section (with reference as necessary to the 
relevant supporting budgetary information 
contained in Annex 3) should cover the 
nature, type and volume of 
transactions/operations and its percentage 
of the overall budget implemented by the 
service 59]. 

[Insert a graph illustrating the number of 
transactions and the average amount] 

Management and control systems : stages and main actors 
[The AOD should explain in summary format how the DG's/service's management and control systems 
respond to the underlying conditions and how risks are dealt with. It should reflect the control strategy 
of the DG/service and should highlight the main issues addressed at different control stages. 
Information should be presented following the structure below. Depending on the 
DG/service, the indicative headings should be adapted/omitted to best reflect the elements 
that are considered key to understanding the DG's/service's systems.] 
Selection process (of beneficiaries, 
intermediaries, agencies, contractors etc), 
including preventive measures 

 

Communication and information 
measures to improve the quality of financial 
management and provision of supporting data 
by beneficiaries, contractors and intermediaries

 

Detective and corrective controls: 
Checks and monitoring during the initial 
phases of the programme/contract 
Checks and monitoring during the final/ 
closure phases of the programme/contract 

 

Preventive and corrective controls and 
audit: 
Desk reviews, on-the-spot audits carried out 
either ex-ante or ex-post. 

 

Anti-fraud measures (if applicable): 

Fraud prevention and detection measures 
taken, like anti-fraud strategy, systematic 
controls and risk analysis, close monitoring 
of selected contracts or grants, etc. 

 

Feedback which enables control activities to be optimised 
[In this section the AOD should explain the mechanisms put in place to supervise/monitor the 
internal control processes, including, where appropriate, performance of third parties working on 

                                                 
59 For extra-budgetary operations, there is obviously no need to provide a comparison with the budget. 



the service's behalf]. 
Verification that processes are working as 
designed 

 

Monitoring of performance of independent 
bodies, 3rd party auditors, externally 
contracted auditors 

 

High level management reporting (e.g. to 
the Director General and its role in monitoring 
problem issues) 

 



ANNEX 6: Implementation through national or international 
public-sector bodies and bodies governed by private law with a 
public sector mission (if applicable) 

This annex, which applies only to indirect centralised management, should include 
information about implementing tasks entrusted to national or international public sector 
bodies and bodies governed by private law with a public sector mission, as required by Article 
39.4 of the Implementing Rules. In practice, this includes "national agencies" and bodies 
governed by private law with a public sector mission (but not executive agencies, regulatory 
agencies, EIB and EIF). 

This annex should provide the following details for all national or international implementing 
bodies, in the form of a table for each body which implemented programmes in the reporting 
year: 

1. Programmes concerned; 

2. Annual budgetary amount entrusted; 

3. Duration of the delegation; 

4. Justification of the recourse to indirect centralised management; 

5. Justification of the selection of the bodies (identity, selection criteria, possible 
indication in the legal basis etc); 

6. Summary description of the implementing tasks entrusted to these bodies. 

ANNEX 7: AAR(s) of Executive Agency/ies (if applicable) 



Section 3: RELEVANT NOTES AND 
METHODOLOGICAL GUIDANCE 

Guideline 1: Change of Directors General /Heads of 
Service/ /AOD and transfer/split of activities 
between services 

Update to the 2002 Circular on the change of Directors General and 
Heads of Service /Authorising officer by Delegation 

1. Introduction 

This guidance replaces the 2002 circular on the change of Directors General and Heads of 
Service/AOD (SEC(2002)657 of 07/06/2002). 

The change of Director General or Head of Service/Authorising Officer by Delegation 
(hereafter called Director General) during a given year or in the subsequent year but before the 
deadline for submission of the Annual Activity Report (AAR), raises the question of who 
prepares and signs it and the question of scope of the accountability of the Authorising Officer 
by Delegation who signs the declaration of assurance annexed to the AAR. 

Firstly, the objective of this document is to further clarify the rules applying in case of change 
of Director General (see sections 2-4 below) and propose some practical measures to minimise 
the risk of potential problems (conflicts, lack of information, discontinuity) between outgoing 
and incoming Director Generals and ensure the full compliance with the accountability 
principles in the framework of the AAR exercise and with the declaration required by the 
Charter for Authorising Officers by Delegation. 

Secondly, this document provides guidance on who is to report on activities which have been 
transferred or split between services during the course of the reporting year (see section 5 
below). 

2. Change of Director General/ Head of Service 

Basically, the person responsible for preparing the AAR and signing the declaration of 
assurance for year n in the case of a change of Director General60 should be the Director 
General in function at the moment the AAR has to be finalised and the declaration of 
assurance signed (31 March of year n + 1). 

                                                 
60 For clarity, Director General/Head of Service means not only the person nominated and in function but also the 
acting Director General/Head of Service or the Director General/Head of Service ad interim. 



This complies fully with the governance framework in place because the need to ensure 
continuity of the service between the outgoing and the incoming Director General implies that 
the successor takes over all responsibilities and tasks of his/her action. 

The Charter on the mission and responsibilities of the Authorising Officer by Delegation does 
not foresee any exception to this principle. Moreover, the hand-over between and AOD and 
his/ her successor should allow the latter to obtain all information necessary for preparing the 
report and signing the declaration of assurance. This, obviously, does not affect the scope of 
the respective responsibilities of both Directors General fixed in the Staff Regulations, the 
rules of the Financial Regulation and the Charter. 

3. The handover procedure 

The Director General who will sign the AAR will receive from his/ her predecessor a 
"testament" (internal, for use of the successor), in which the latter reports on the management 
of the service for the part of the year when s/he was in charge. The successor has then the right 
to comment on the situation left by the predecessor in the AAR that s/he signs subsequently. 

This principle is illustrated by the provisions on the change of Authorising Officer by 
Delegation mentioned in their Charter of tasks and responsibilities (Art. 3.3). According to 
those provisions, the outgoing Authorising officer by delegation draws up for the successor a 
"declaration" (i.e. a handover report) setting out the state of ongoing matters. The successor 
may include observations on the matters transferred in the reservations contained in his/her 
declaration of assurance annexed to the AAR. Liability will then be limited to what is accepted 
unreservedly (translated in French by: "bénéfice d'inventaire"). 

Mutatis mutandis, the above provisions apply to Directors General in their overall capacity. 
The "declaration" (i.e. the handover report) referred to in the above provisions is not a 
declaration in the meaning of the declaration of assurance annexed to the AAR. Instead, it is a 
document preparatory to the AAR, established in order to fully inform the successor about the 
situation in the service, ensure the continuity of activities, and help him/her to prepare the 
future AAR. 

4. Practical measures 

4.1.The handover report (testament) of the outgoing Director General 

The handover report of the outgoing Director General should cover, in particular, the 
following elements: 

• a description of achievements against objectives (see the Management Plan); 

• a description of the measures taken to ensure the proper handover of documentation and 
information on political, operational, financial and organisational issues, including 
internal controls and, as appropriate, an accounting annex with the level of 
implementation of commitments and payments, in order to ensure the continuity of 
activities and identify potential problems; 

• indication of problems, existing or potential, that could be subject to a reservation in the 
next AAR and the measures taken or proposed to solve problems identified (including 
reservations in the previous AAR). 

4.2.Communication of the handover report and dialogues 

• Between the two Director Generals concerned: 

A draft of the handover report should be addressed by the outgoing Director General to the 



incoming Director General in due time before the change takes place. A dialogue should be 
carried out between both Directors General to avoid any misunderstanding and lack of 
clarity of the information transmitted. It is recommended to document the fact that this 
dialogue took place. 

• Involvement of the Commissioner: 

The handover report should be communicated to the Commissioner before the change of 
Director General takes place. 

5. AAR reporting on activities transferred or split between services 

The transfer of an activity from one service to another as well as the split of an activity 
between two or more services during the course of the reporting year also gives rise to the 
question on which of the Directors General involved reports on the management of the 
activity. 

In analogy with the rule governing the change of Director General, the Director General who 
"received" the activity/part of activity during the reporting year shall report on it in 
his/her AAR for the entire year 61. This reporting will include all parts of the AAR; i.e. the 
achievement of policy objectives, the management and control systems, the building blocks 
towards assurance and the assurance and any eventual reservations. The "receiving" Director 
General may include observations on the activity/part of activity transferred in the reservations 
contained in his/her declaration of assurance. 

The reporting on the first part of the year, when the activity/part of activity was managed by 
the DG of origin, will be on the basis of the information contained in the handover note from 
the "originating" Director General addressed to the "receiving" Director General. This note 
should include all the necessary information for the reporting of all parts of the AAR. It should 
also inform him/her of the state of business of the activity/part of activity transferred in order 
to ensure continuity of operations.  

When it comes to the reporting of error rates, the following elements should be borne in mind. 
Separate error data may already exist when an entire activity has been transferred. However, 
when an activity has been split into two, historical error rate data for the first period of the 
reporting year may not exist at the level of the new activities, but when it exists it should of 
course be reported. 

There may also be issues with the financial data in Annex 3, depending on when in the year 
the transfer/split took place. Care should therefore be taken to check the reasonableness of this 
data, and if necessary a manual comment could be added to any tables whose data does not 
completely reflect the activity for the entire reporting year. 

                                                 
61  This principle was laid down for the first time in the note Ares(2010)33817 of 21/01/2010 from the Secretary 
General and the Director General of DG BUDG addressed to all Directors General and Heads of Service. 



Guideline 2: The revised Internal Control Standards 
for effective management62 
Note: In this appendix, the term "DG" refers either to a directorate-general, a 
service, an office or an executive agency. 

 

Mission and Values 

1. Mission: The DG’s raison d'être is clearly defined in up-to-date and concise mission statements developed 
from the perspective of the DG's customers.  

2. Ethical and Organisational Values: Management and staff are aware of and share appropriate ethical and 
organisational values and uphold these through their own behaviour and decision-making.  

Human Resources 

3. Staff Allocation and Mobility: The allocation and recruitment of staff is based on the DG’s objectives and 
priorities. Management promote and plan staff mobility so as to strike the right balance between continuity and 
renewal.  

4. Staff Evaluation and Development: Staff performance is evaluated against individual annual objectives, 
which fit with the DG’s overall objectives. Adequate measures are taken to develop the skills necessary to 
achieve the objectives. 

Planning and Risk Management Processes 

5. Objectives and Performance Indicators: The DG’s objectives are clearly defined and updated when 
necessary. These are formulated in a way that makes it possible to monitor their achievement. Key performance 
indicators are established to help management evaluate and report on progress made in relation to their 
objectives.  

6. Risk Management Process: A risk management process that is in line with applicable provisions and 
guidelines is integrated into the annual activity planning. 

Operations and Control Activities 

7. Operational Structure: The DG’s operational structure supports effective decision-making by suitable 
delegation of powers. Risks associated with the DG's sensitive functions are managed through mitigating controls 
and ultimately staff mobility. Adequate IT governance structures are in place. 

8. Processes and Procedures: The DG’s processes and procedures used for the implementation and control of its 
activities are effective and efficient, adequately documented and compliant with applicable provisions. They 
include arrangements to ensure segregation of duties and to track and give prior approval to control overrides or 
deviations from policies and procedures. 

9. Management Supervision: Management supervision is performed to ensure that the implementation of 
activities is running efficiently and effectively while complying with applicable provisions. 

10. Business Continuity: Adequate measures are in place to ensure continuity of service in case of "business-as-
usual" interruption. Business Continuity Plans are in place to ensure that the Commission is able to continue 
operating to the extent possible whatever the nature of a major disruption. 

11. Document Management: Appropriate processes and procedures are in place to ensure that the DG’s 
document management is secure, efficient (in particular as regards retrieving appropriate information) and 
complies with applicable legislation.  

                                                 
62  SEC(2007) 1341. 



 

Information and Financial Reporting 

12. Information and Communication: Internal communication enables management and staff to fulfil their 
responsibilities effectively and efficiently, including in the domain of internal control. Where appropriate, the DG 
has an external communication strategy to ensure that its external communication is effective, coherent and in 
line with the Commission’s key political messages. IT systems used and/or managed by the DG (where the DG is 
the system owner) are adequately protected against threats to their confidentiality and integrity. 

13. Accounting and Financial Reporting: Adequate procedures and controls are in place to ensure that 
accounting data and related information used for preparing the organisation’s annual accounts and financial 
reports are accurate, complete and timely. 

Evaluation and Audit 

14. Evaluation of Activities: Evaluations of expenditure programmes, legislation and other non-spending 
activities are performed to assess the results, impacts and needs that these activities aim to achieve and satisfy. 

15. Assessment of Internal Control Systems: Management assess the effectiveness of the DG’s key internal 
control systems, including the processes carried out by implementing bodies, at least once a year.  

16. Internal Audit Capability: The DG has an Internal Audit Capability (IAC), which provides independent, 
objective assurance and consulting services designed to add value and improve the operations of the DG.



 

Guideline 3: Good practice examples for the 
conclusion of Part 2 

(Examples taken from 2008 AARs) 

There is satisfactory evidence that the internal control system in its entirety is implemented 
effectively in DG …/ service ….  

The procedures put in place control the main risks by providing a reasonable assurance that 
the key objectives are met and that the activities are carried out as intended, with action 
underway to address the identified areas for improvement. 

Source:  DG AGRI 2008 AAR 

 

DG …  has put in place monitoring measures which ensure that the internal control systems 
are effective. DG … has also considered the risks and focuses the control resources on those 
areas where risks are the greatest, while ensuring adequate control over all activities. Based 
on all information and the above analysis, it can be stated that DG …  has an effective, robust 
and reliable internal control system at its disposal. 

Source:  DG BUDG 2008 AAR 

 

The main elements of appreciation of the functioning of DG …  control systems in 2008 are 
illustrated in the previous sections. 

In the light of the results of the assessment of the compliance and effectiveness of the internal 
control against the Internal Control Standards, the results of controls, the risk analysis 
performed in the context of the Annual Management Plan, the implementation of 
recommendations of the different control bodies, the DG …  control system can be considered 
as working as intended and as adequately controlling the risk to the objectives of the service. 

Source:  DG ENTR 2008 AAR 

 

Taking into account the above information, it can be concluded that the internal control 
system of DG … is functioning well. The area needing further improvements in terms of 
effectiveness is in relation to ICS 3 (Staff allocation and mobility). Therefore ICS 3 remained a 
priority standard in the 2009 Annual Management Plan. 

Source:  IAS 2008 AAR 



 

Guideline 4: Building blocks towards reasonable assurance 63 

BB 1: 
Assessment by management 

BB 2: 
Results from independent audits 

during the reporting year 

BB 3: 
Follow-up of action plans in reply to audit 

work performed in previous years and 
follow-up to previous year's reservations 

BB 4: 
Assurance received from Authorising 

Officers in cases of crossed 
sub-delegation 

>   Key indicators on legality and 
regularity and sound financial 
management (against targets and 
compared with past year(s), where 
appropriate), including ex-post results 

>   IAC's opinion > Follow up of previous 
year's reservation(s) 

>   Controls carried out 

>   Annual summaries (in case of shared 
management) or other assurance 
provided at Member State level (in 
particular Annual Control Reports; 
ACRs )  

>   Relevant IAS audit reports  > ECA recommendations > Problems encountered 
> Actions taken to remedy them  

>   Assessment of effectiveness of 
management and control systems for 
multi-annual programmes  

>   Relevant findings of the ECA  >   Follow-up of other identified system 
weaknesses (e.g. IAS and IAC reports, 
national controls and annual summaries in 
case of shared management etc) including 
significant delays in implementation of action 
plans 

 

>   ICC contribution (i.e. the statement 
of the Resource Director annexed to the 
AAR) 

   

>   AOSD reporting64 on the 
functioning of the financial circuits (ex-
ante controls) 

   

>   High-level exception reporting    

                                                 
63 See also the non-mandatory guidance "Tool: Gathering your elements of assurance" on the next page. Note that the mandatory aspect of this table only means that 
DGs/services should report in their building blocks on all the elements in this table which are applicable to them (but there is no requirement to include this table in your AAR). 
64 Note that in the Commission's governance framework, there is no provision for a "declaration of assurance" from the AOSD to the AOD and therefore there is no standard 
format for such a declaration. It is purely the AOD's decision to organise the AOSD's reporting, but it must be stressed that this is only one element of Building block 1 and that 
any "opinion" of the AOSDs must be weighed against information coming from other sources and cannot in any way reduce the overall responsibility of the AOD. 



 

Guideline 5:  Tool - Gathering your elements of assurance 

    

This non-exhaustive list of the elements within the four building blocks towards reasonable assurance (Part 3 of the AAR) may be 
helpful in checking that the information feeding your assurance is complete and covers all relevant parts of your budget. 

 

 Activity 1*:(x % of 
the budget) 

Activity 2: (y % of the 
budget) 

Activity n  (z % of the 
budget) 

 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount   

(% of  the 
activity) 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount     

(% of  the 
activity) 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount   

(% of  the 
activity) 

 
BUILDING BLOCK 1: 

MANAGEMENT'S ASSESSMENT 
 

      

 
From the ICC: 
• Actions taken to mitigate the relevant risks in the DG's/service's annual risk 

assessment(s) 
• An assessment of the control system's strong and weak points 
• The ICC declaration (Annex 1 to the AAR) 
• Results of management self-assessments (e.g. ICAT) 
• Issues emerging during internal control seminars and management meetings 

(including reputational events) 
• Notes to the AOD on particular issues and proposed solutions 

      

 
From the financial circuit actors: 
• Assessments of the adequacy and effectiveness of the financial circuit 
• Error statistics from operational verifiers, financial verifiers and any 

additional levels of ex-ante verifiers (  ex-ante key indicators) 
• Results from on-the-spot controls performed before payment 
• Relevant indicators in the DG's/service's scoreboard ("tableau de bord") 
• Exception reports (on cases of non-compliance with procedures) 
• Monitoring visits by operational actors to check the existence of project 

results 

      



 Activity 1*:(x % of 
the budget) 

Activity 2: (y % of the 
budget) 

Activity n  (z % of the 
budget) 

 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount   

(% of  the 
activity) 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount     

(% of  the 
activity) 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount   

(% of  the 
activity) 

• Annual reports from AOSDs 
• Notes from AOSDs on specific issues arising in the management 
• Correspondence from any actor in the financial circuit on particular issues 

and proposed solutions 
 
 
From the ex-post control function: 
• Error statistics (  ex-post key indicators) 
• Annual report and other reports 
• Notes to the AOD on particular issues and proposed solutions 
 

      

 
From Member States and DGs under shared management: 
• Information in the Annual summaries on certification of expenditure 
• Audit opinions reported in the Annual summaries and ACRs (Annual 

Control Reports) 
• Error rates reported in the Annual summaries and ACRs 
• Information in Annual summaries and ACRs on systemic weaknesses and 

cross-cutting issues 
• Information in Annual summaries on corrective actions taken 
• Voluntary national declarations 
• Audit reports by Member State supreme audit institutions 
• Recovery statistics 
• Correspondence from any Member State actor on particular issues and 

proposed solutions 
 

      

 
BUILDING BLOCK 2: 

AUDIT RESULTS 
 

      

 
From audit reports: 
• IAC audit reports 
• IAS audit reports 
• The ECA annual report (the "traffic lights" as well as the specific chapter on 

the DG's/service's activities) 
• ECA special reports on the DG's/service's activities 

      



 Activity 1*:(x % of 
the budget) 

Activity 2: (y % of the 
budget) 

Activity n  (z % of the 
budget) 

 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount   

(% of  the 
activity) 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount     

(% of  the 
activity) 

Description 
of the 

element 

Element 
covers 
amount   

(% of  the 
activity) 

From the IAC: 
• The IAC's annual opinion on the state of control 
 

 
BUILDING BLOCK 3: 

FOLLOW-UP TO AUDITS 
 

      

 
From management and/or the ICC: 
• Actions taken to address important recommendation from the IAC, the IAS, 

the Court and the Synthesis report 
• Actions taken to address last year's reservations 
• Actions taken to address weaknesses in MemberStates' control systems 
 

 
 

     

 
BUILDING BLOCK 4: 

CROSS-DELEGATED FUNDS 
 

      

 
From other AODs: 
• Annual reports from other AODs on the management of the funds delegated 

to them 
• Notes from these AODs on particular issues and proposed solutions 

 

      

       
 
TOTAL: 

 
Narrative conclusion 
for Activity 1 

 
Narrative conclusion 
for Activity 2 

 
Narrative conclusion 
for Activity n 

 
* Comment: The "activity" can be an ABB activity, or an area defined in an ICT (e.g. procurement) or arising from the scope of a document which 
provides assurance (e.g. an audit report covering payments of a specific programme). In each case, the percentage of the relevant budget compared to 
the total budget should be indicated. 



Guideline 6: Illustrative examples of key 
indicators in the areas of legality and regularity; 
efficiency, economy and effectiveness; and fraud 
prevention 65  

 

Legality and Regularity 

Illustrative key indicators on legality and regularity have been defined for the most common 
management modes; they can be found on the SG's AAR homepage66. They are to be 
organised according to the logical sequence: 

• Input to controls  

• Output from controls 

• Results of controls 

• Impact of controls 

Efficiency and Economy 

These indicators aim at illustrating that the DG/service makes the most efficient use of its 
resources when performing its main tasks. Economy is about choosing the less costly 
alternative among the efficient options. Illustrative examples: 

• For all payment types: "Time to pay", measured as the percentage of payments made 
on time: 

o Compared to the FR requirement; 

o Compared to the Commission target; 

o Compared to the DG-specific target. 

• Procurement:  Financial impact of the attribution process measured as: 

o The reduction, in percent, of the EU expenditure as a result of the attribution 
process (i.e. the reduction from the most costly acceptable bid to the cost of the 
bid attributed the contract) 

• Grants: Financial impact of the contracting process measured as: 

o The reduction, in percent, of the EU contribution as a result of the contracting 
process (i.e. the reduction from the contribution requested in proposals to the 
final contribution in the signed grant agreements) 

Effectiveness 

                                                 
65  To be reported where possible. 

66  http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab  

http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab
http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab
http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab
http://www.cc.cec/home/dgserv/sg/i/spp/index.cfm?lang=en&page=aar_estab


These indicators aim at illustrating that the DG/service is effective when performing its main 
tasks. Illustrative examples: 

• Grants: Quality of the proposal evaluation process measured as: 

o The number of challenges to the decision not to finance a project, as a 
percentage of the number of proposals received 

o The number of challenges to the decision not to finance a project received 
which led to a re-evaluation, as a percentage of the number of proposals 
received 

Fraud prevention and detection 

These indicators aim at illustrating that the DG/service is taking effective actions to mitigate 
fraud risks, including prevention(being vigilant) as well as detection(identifying cases of 
suspected fraud and reporting them to OLAF). Illustrative examples: 

• Prevention:  Number of contracts/grant agreements subject to close monitoring or 
additional controls due to an assessed high risk of fraud 

• Prevention: Amount of the contracts subject to close monitoring or additional controls 
due to an assessed high risk of fraud (this figure would suggest that a portion of that 
amount would indicate fraud or irregularity averted). 

• Detection: Number of files sent to OLAF for investigation (but make sure you do not 
report any details of these files) 

• Penalty decisions: Number of penalty decisions67 adopted (for direct management) and 
total amount of these decisions 

                                                 
67 This includes both regulatory penalties as described under Financial Regulation Art. 96 (exclusion decisions 
and financial penalties) and contractual penalties. 



Guideline 7:  Guidelines for determining 
materiality as regards legality and regularity 

The objectives of the internal control system are defined in the Financial 
Regulation (cf. Art. 28b). The Authorising Officer by Delegation (AOD) 
needs to define specific management targets and, in particular, needs to 
have objective criteria for determining which weaknesses should be 

subject to a formal reservation to his/her declaration.  

Deciding whether a weakness is significant is a matter of judgement by the AOD, who 
remains responsible for the declaration68 of assurance, including any reservations to it. In 
doing so, he/she should identify the overall impact of a weakness and judge whether it is 
material enough so that the non-disclosure of the weakness is likely to have an influence on 
the decisions or conclusions of the users of the declaration. The benchmark for this judgement 
is the materiality criteria which the AOD sets at the moment of designing the internal control 
system under his/her responsibility. 

In order to ensure coherence within DGs having similar activities / management modes, 
services are invited to apply common approaches as regards the assessment and quantification 
of significant weaknesses and materiality thresholds. 

Determining specific materiality criteria involves making a judgement in both qualitative and 
quantitative terms:  
In qualitative terms, when assessing the significance of any weaknesses, the following factors 
should be taken into account: 

• the nature and scope of the weakness; 

• the duration of the weakness; 

• the existence of compensatory measures (mitigating controls which reduce the impact 
of the weakness) 

• the existence of effective corrective actions to correct the weaknesses (action plans 
and financial corrections) which have had a measurable impact.    

In quantitative terms, in order to make a judgement on the significance of a weakness, it is 
essential to quantify the potential financial impact ("monetary value of the identified 
problem"/"amount considered erroneous"/"the amount considered at risk") in monetary terms. 

As regards legality and regularity, the proposed standard quantitative materiality 
threshold should not exceed 2 %. This is the point where the value of the errors in the 
transactions affected by the weakness is estimated to represent more than 2 % (“at 
risk”/"exposure") of the payment 69 budget of the ABB activity for the DG/service 
concerned.  

Exceptionally, if the AOD considers that using the budget allocated to the ABB activity is not 
an appropriate basis (for example in an atypical year at the end of a programme's lifecycle, or 
where this contains activities with different management and risk profiles which are best 
assessed separately, or where a DG manages a significant number of ABB activities which 
individually don't represent a significant part of the DGs overall activities) alternative criteria 
should be defined (for example, the overall value of the programme concerned). In such 

                                                 
68 This concept applies to budgetary operations. Any issues concerning the materiality of extra-budgetary 
operations should be discussed on a case-by-case basis with the central services. 
69 In most cases, the weakness concerns payments and therefore the comparison should be made against the 
payment budget. If a weakness concerns commitments, you should make the comparison against the commitment 
budget. 



circumstances, the specific budget breakdown or aggregates established should be justified 
and documented in the AAR.  

DGs and services are strongly advised not to set a quantitative materiality criterion higher than 
2 %. Any deviations should be discussed in detail with the central services before the AAR is 
signed 
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Guideline 8: Types of significant weakness 

Weaknesses leading to reservations should fall within the scope of the 
declaration of assurance: they should relate to the reasonable assurance 
concerning the use of resources, sound financial management or legality 

and regularity of underlying transactions.  
The following provides a non-exhaustive list of types of possible weaknesses, to be considered 
in this context and explained in more detail further below:  
        Quantitative weaknesses: 

1) Significant occurrence of errors in the underlying transactions (legality and 
regularity) 

Qualitative weaknesses: 

2) Significant control system weaknesses 

3) Insufficient audit coverage and/or inadequate information from internal control 
systems 

4) Critical issues reported by the European Court of Auditors, the IAS, the IAC or 
OLAF 

5) Significant reputational events 

1. Significant occurrence of errors in the underlying transactions  

Errors in the underlying transactions (legality and regularity) may be detected through control 
or supervision during any stage in the control chain. Both qualitative and quantitative criteria 
should be applied, when possible, for assessing the impact of the detected errors on the 
declaration of assurance.  

The qualitative assessment should include an analysis of the causes and the types of error 
(including whether they are repetitive) to conclude on the nature and scope of the errors. Also 
the duration and any mitigating controls or corrective actions should be taken into 
consideration.     

The quantitative analysis should aim at estimating any financial impact ("amount at risk", 
sometimes called "the exposure") resulting from the errors detected. The parameters used for 
this assessment must be clearly specified and should be used to explain any reservations.  

Care should be taken to clearly differentiate between materiality levels, amount at risk; and the 
expected error rates (e.g. it is not correct to define the materiality level as the expected error 
rate). 

To quantify the potential financial impact of errors detected, it is generally necessary:  

• to determine the error rate detected70; 

• to determine the total "amount at risk" across the population71 by applying the detected 
error rates to the value of the entire population (considering in particular repetitive 
errors); 

                                                 
70 See also "Link between error rates, amount at risk, ABB-materiality and reservations" in Guideline 9. 
71 For judgements on reservations, the assessment should cover the whole of the ABB activity but this assessment 
may be broken down into appropriate sub-elements. 



• deduct the amounts corresponding to any corrective actions taken that have already 
effectively reduced the exposure from the total amount at risk obtained (i.e. 
implementation of an action plan which has had a real impact on the exposure, 
recoveries from the final beneficiary, financial corrections addressed to Member 
States and suspension of payments); 

The end result of this calculation is the "residual" amount at risk. In most cases (i.e. 
for services that do not extrapolate audit findings to the non-audited transactions of 
the same beneficiary), this will be a significant figure, since normally only the errors 
found in the audited part of the population will have been corrected (but there will be 
errors in the non-audited part too, which will normally not have been corrected since 
they have not yet been found). 

• to determine the financial materiality, compared to the relevant ABB payment budget. 

The main indicator on which to base judgements on the level of error (error rate) in the control 
systems where representative sampling is used is the cumulative level of error in favour of the 
beneficiary (overpayments)72 expressed as the ratio between the amount of errors detected by 
controls and the EC-funded share of the amounts controlled. Statistical representative 
sampling would permit the error rates to be estimated across the population according to 
statistical methods. Additional information on the typology of errors (systemic/ non-systemic) 
found would complement the assessment of whether materiality has been breached.  

In the framework of risk-based sampling, clear benchmarks need to be set to judge whether 
the rate of error detected should lead to reservations on the grounds of materiality. If risk-
based sampling is the main or only approach adopted, other approaches need to be applied in 
order to have a basis for relating the detected error rate across the entire population (but these 
are not analogous to the results of statistical sampling, which provide greater certainty on error 
rates but require sample sizes generally in excess of those possible for Commission services' 
on the spot controls)73. DGs/services should report clearly the criteria thus used for judging the 
error rate across the population.   

When a DG's/service's programmes, transactions and control strategies are multi-annual, a 
cumulative approach should be considered (for example by evaluating the cumulative 
budgetary impact on the ABB level over the whole programming period). In such cases, this 
reasoning should be based on reliable data/evidence and set out clearly in the AAR.  

See also Guideline 9 on the link between error rates, amount at risk, ABB-materiality and 
reservations. 

 

2. Significant control system weaknesses 

Controls can also detect major system weaknesses for which the financial impact as such is 
not easy to calculate but which indicate weaknesses as to the design and the effectiveness of 
the control systems.  

Control system weaknesses (whether this is in a system operated by the Commission or by a 
third party) may be identified by management itself (for example through ex-post audits or 
through the assessment of the effectiveness of internal control systems), by internal or external 

                                                 
72 Overpayments and underpayments should not be netted when calculating the extrapolated error rate as this 
could pose a risk that significant errors would not be duly reported and brought to the attention of the College. 
73 Examples of such approaches are provided in the guidance note "Link between error rates, amount at risk, 
ABB-materiality and reservations in Guideline 9. 



auditors or by third party control instances. They may relate to the design or operational 
effectiveness of a control or of an entire system. In order to assess the significance of a control 
weakness, both its qualitative and its quantitative aspects should be taken into consideration.  

To assess the qualitative aspect generally the following points can be considered:  

• Nature (Does it relate to a key control element? Does the weakness imply the risk of 
errors or loss of efficiency?)   

• Scope (What is the scope of the weakness? Is it an isolated weakness or systematic?) 

• Duration (Since when does the weakness exist?) 

• Compensatory measures (Are there mitigating controls which effectively reduce the 
exposure?) 

• Corrective actions (Is there evidence that corrective actions are having a measurable 
impact on exposure or that corrections have been made to eliminate or reduce the 
related exposure?)  

Assessing the effectiveness of the implementation of the internal control standards for 
effective management is also part of this assessment  

(http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icguidelines_en.html).  

Quantifying the potential financial impact of control system weaknesses consists of 
considering the portion of the budget managed74 by this system which is considered at risk.   

It is important to remember that no matter what method you use to estimate the total amount at 
risk, you have to adjust it by deducting the amounts corresponding to any corrective actions 
that have been effective in reducing the exposure. The elements to be considered for deduction 
are:  

1. the implementation of an action plan which has had a real impact on the exposure; 

2. recoveries from the final beneficiary; 

3. financial corrections addressed to Member States;  

4. suspension of payments.  

A method based on assumptions (for a system weakness) 

Where there is insufficient information on error rates the potential financial impact should be 
determined based on realistic default assumptions (for example, using financial corrections 
and percentage of transactions effected by the weakness). For this purpose, it is generally 
necessary: 

• to identify the population in which the exposure occurs; 

• to determine or estimate the percentage of erroneous transactions which have passed 
through the system (since the nature of the weaknesses in the system makes it 
impossible to identify the erroneous transactions on an individual basis). Services are 
encouraged where possible to try to estimate this percentage unless there is a general 
system failure affecting all transactions; 

• to consider the value of the erroneous transactions which have passed through the 
system = for example, the percentage of transactions considered erroneous * the total 

                                                 
74 This can include the payments carried out, budgetary/legal commitments made, financing decisions made, 

projects funded under the decision or the safeguarding of assets during the reporting year in question.  

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/services/guidelines/icguidelines_en.html


amount of all transactions that have passed through the system during the year (for 
multi-annual programmes, a cumulative approach over the programming period can 
also be considered); 

• from the quantification of the total errors thus obtained, deduct any corrective actions 
taken that have already effectively reduced the exposure (refer to the list above). 

Assessing partners' control systems 

Where the Commission delegates power of execution to Member State or other third party 
systems deliver activities, the Commission places reliance on these systems and carries out 
controls to check that they are working appropriately (e.g. in shared management and indirect 
centralised management). These controls may detect system weaknesses affecting reasonable 
assurance. In such cases, where there is insufficient information on error rates in the 
population to allow extrapolation, the exposure to error due to the identified weaknesses may 
be estimated along the following lines (note that as far as possible a consistent approach 
should be developed within families for the assessment of systems weaknesses): 

• a conclusion can be drawn on the effectiveness of each system in preventing, 
detecting and correcting errors. Available information on which to base this 
assessment could include the DG's own controls, information from implementation 
partners (Member States, third countries etc) and the results of other audits (Court of 
Auditors, national auditors, IAS…).   

• the exposure to error for each (sub)system may then be estimated based either on 
results of actual controls (sampling method, with a certain level of confidence) or on 
realistic default assumptions (for example as used for the Structural Funds where the 
potential exposure is estimated using the guidelines on financial corrections)  

• from the quantification of the total errors thus obtained, deduct any corrective actions 
taken that have already effectively reduced the exposure (refer to the list above).   

Example of the assessment on a systems-based approach 

Systems may be categorised according to their reliability in reducing the risk of error on the 
basis of the information available from all relevant sources (Commission controls, Member 
State/ third party controls, Court of Auditors, IAS etc). An exposure level corresponding to 
this assessment can then be attached to each category of system and the total amount "at risk" 
calculated as a proportion of the funds passing through the systems in that category. While 
each DG will need to define its own criteria on the basis of the characteristics of its own 
activities, a possible classification of systems could follow an approach similar to that set out 
below:  

Systems with an unqualified opinion: those systems where no significant weaknesses in key 
elements of the systems have become apparent and which are judged to provide reasonable 
assurance.  

Systems presenting some weaknesses: those systems where significant weaknesses in key 
elements of the systems have been identified which have a moderate impact on assurance.  

Systems presenting major weaknesses: those systems where significant weaknesses in key 
elements of the systems have been identified which have a significant impact on assurance. 

Systems with an adverse opinion: those systems where major significant weaknesses in key 
elements of the systems have been identified and no reasonable assurance has been obtained 
on the functioning of those systems and the risk for payments in the concerned year is high. 



3. Insufficient audit coverage and/or inadequate information from internal 
control systems  

Insufficient audit coverage and/or inadequate information from control systems includes 
situations where the DG/service may not be aware of certain control weaknesses because it has 
not performed enough controls in that area to support a definitive conclusion on the system's 
ability to prevent errors and it does not have compensating evidence from other sources 
(national authorities, Court of Auditors etc). In this regard, particular care needs to be taken to 
ensure that the DG/service does not make "umbrella" type reservations: the impact of the lack 
of evidence should be carefully considered, including the possibility of limiting the scope of 
the reservation. In any event, the consequences of the lack of evidence can be quantified by 
estimating the likely exposure for the reporting year (for example along the lines set out 
above). Reservations should not be made automatically simply because an area has not been 
audited – instead, evidence from other similar areas of the internal control system should be 
considered. The DG/service needs to consider very carefully the basis on which assurances are 
built, for example the extent to which it is dependent on audit and/or ex-post control work, in 
order to determine whether there are significant omissions in the coverage and/or nature of 
that work. 

In order to improve the situation for the next AAR, consider amending the control strategy or 
developing data collection methodology to improve control data and reliability in the future – 
e.g. by taking the following possible measures: 

- In case it is not possible to report adequate indicators of the results of some of 
these controls, introduce the necessary changes to your procedures and data 
processing systems, ensuring systematic registration of control results, in order to 
produce a reliable indicator in the future; 

- Re-design your internal control system, replacing or introducing additional 
controls whose results are more adequate to support assurance;  

- Consider re-balancing the relative weight of ex-ante and ex-post controls; or 

- Consider the ex-post auditing of a representative sample of transactions. 

4. Critical issues reported by the European Court of Auditors, the IAS, the IAC or 
OLAF 

Any critical recommendations made by the European Court of Auditors, the IAS, the IAC or 
OLAF, which have not been effectively addressed should be assessed in terms of their 
significance. Here, the term "critical recommendation" is used in a wider sense; it includes 
those recommendations labelled by the auditor as "critical" as well as those not labelled at all 
which you assess as having a critical impact on your assurance. You should also consider the 
impact on assurance of recommendations labelled "very important" for which there is a 
significant delay in the implementation of the action plan. 

 A critical audit recommendation would however only justify a reservation only if: 

(1) the underlying weakness falls into the area covered by the declaration of assurance,  

(2) the AOD accepts that the current internal control system does not address the identified 
weakness appropriately and  

(3) he/she considers that the materiality threshold is exceeded.  

In such cases, consideration may also be given to alternative sources of evidence such as the 



DG's/service's own control results as well as the existence of a multi-annual control strategy. 
Any differences of opinion with the auditors should be clearly explained in the AAR.  

5. Assessment of reputational events 

Reputation is one of the most difficult organisational assets to protect. It can be damaged by 
circumstances outside of the organisation's influence and the causes may not even be based on 
fact. Such events need careful handling and their consequences need to be evaluated 
judiciously. In the end, the assessment of the impact of a reputational event must rely on 
the judgement of those who know the area best. Documentation of the reputational event 
and its consequences is vital to ensure a common understanding of the issues involved. 

In cases where a weakness is considered significant in qualitative terms but not in 
quantitative terms, the DGs/services should consider whether the weakness should lead to a 
reservation based on reputational grounds. A significant reputational event that occurred 
within the reporting year may indeed lead to a reservation if the impact of the event has an 
impact on the declaration of assurance even if the potential financial impact is below the 
materiality threshold.  
This guidance provides definitions adapted to the Commission context, sets out how the 
impact of reputational events is to be assessed and gives advice on how to judge whether a 
reputational event needs to be disclosed in the AARs. It concludes by setting out criteria to 
help to decide whether such events should lead to a reservation. 

Definitions 

It is necessary to stress the difference between reputational risks and reputational events: 

• reputational risks are threats which must be managed but which have not (yet) 
materialised in practice and which have not (yet) had an impact on the reputation of 
the organisation. Such risks do not fall into the scope of reporting in AARs, but 
where critical should be included in the Annual Management Plan and an adequate 
action plan established to manage them;  

• if reputational risks materialise they become reputational events which, if they are 
assessed as sufficiently serious, should be reported in the AAR of the year(s) in which 
they had a significant impact. Categories and examples of possible reputational events 
are presented below. 

In Commission terms, stakeholders are defined as the Member States (who finance the budget 
and share management responsibility for a large part of it), the Council and Parliament (which 
exercise political control), the European Court of Auditors, Member State and third country 
participants in Community programmes and activities who receive direct or indirect funding 
from the Commission, contractors, the staff of the Institution (including pensioners and 
candidates/laureates of competitions), the media, and the wider general public.  

The impact of a reputational event must be measured as the impact on the Commission's 
reputation characterised by a loss of confidence in the institution by its stakeholders, rather 
than the impact the on stakeholders' own reputation. 

Identification and assessment for the purposes of the AAR 

Aside from the management of their consequences, events with reputational impact need to be 
analysed to determine whether or not they should be disclosed in the relevant part of the AAR. 
Ultimately, this impact needs to be assessed to decide whether it is sufficiently important to 
report in the AAR and whether it has a consequence on the declaration of assurance. 



The following three factors are to be used to judge the significance of a reputational event (of 
course, the judgement also needs to take into account the particular circumstances of each 
case): 

1. The nature of the impact on reputation 
The nature of the impact on the Commission's reputation will generally be expressed in terms 
of political consequences (whether directly as measured by stakeholder reaction or indirectly 
in terms of loss of confidence of stakeholders in the ability of the Commission to achieve its 
key objectives effectively). 

2. The breadth of awareness of the event  
The breadth of awareness of an event is essentially a measure of how many stakeholders know 
about it – this can be assessed for example through the extent of press coverage (local, 
national, international), the number of Parliamentary questions, results of surveys among 
stakeholders, stakeholder complaints, third-party ratings or public incidents (protest marches, 
demonstrations etc). However, not all stakeholders should necessarily be considered at the 
same level, depending on the nature of the event. Very few stakeholders may be aware of an 
event but these may be so important to the activity concerned that its impact is critical. 

3. The duration of impact on reputation 
The duration of impact on reputation can be measured in months. The impact of almost any 
event on reputation will diminish over time and care must be taken in assessing the duration to 
measure only the period during which there will be a significant impact on reputation. 

Having identified factors influencing the overall impact of a reputational event, the 
assessment of this impact can be done in two steps: 

• the nature of the impact should be determined. If the nature of the event is such that 
it is likely to bear political consequences then …  

• … further analysis of the breadth of awareness and the duration needs to be done in 
parallel in order to determine reporting obligations (if any) 

This reasoning for assessing the impact can also be seen in diagrammatic form as illustrated 
below: 



NATURE OF THE IMPACT 

 

 

While all reputational events need to be managed appropriately,  

• the areas highlighted in red in the above table represent the situations where particular 
attention needs to be paid. These are instances where mention in Part 2 of the AAR is 
needed, and where a reservation in the AAR might be considered if they have a 
consequence on the declaration of assurance.  

• The zones highlighted in yellow are those which may be appropriate to mention in Part 
2 of the AAR.  

• The zones highlighted in green could be presumed to be those which do not need to be 
reported as their impact is not significant.  

Duration Breadth of 
stakeholders' 

awareness Long term (1 year +) Medium term (3-12 
months) 

Short term < 3 months) 

Little knowledge/ 
interest 

 

Sustained negative 
perception of a 
limited number of 
stakeholders but no 
impact on ability to 
meet key objectives 

Medium-term negative 
perception of a limited 
number of stakeholders 
but no impact on ability to 
meet key objectives 

Short-lived negative 
stakeholder perception 
but no impact on ability 
to meet key objectives 

Moderate knowledge/ 
interest 

 

Sustained negative 
stakeholder 
perception but 
limited impact on 
ability to meet key 
objectives 

Medium-term negative 
stakeholder perception but 
limited impact on ability 
to meet key objectives 

Short-lived negative 
stakeholder perception 
but limited impact on 
ability to meet key 
objectives 

Extensive knowledge/ 
interest 

 

Sustained negative 
stakeholder 
perception and high 
impact on the ability 
to meet key 
objectives 

Medium-term negative 
stakeholder perception 
with high impact on the 
ability to meet key 
objectives 

Short-lived negative 
stakeholder perception 
with short-term impact 
on the ability to meet 
key objectives 



Reporting in the AAR 

The AAR is a key element of the Commission’s governance architecture. The Commission takes 
its political responsibility for management by its Directors-General, through the Synthesis of 
management achievements, on the basis of the assurances and reservations issued by the 
Directors-General in their AARs. Each AAR should therefore report the key issues that have 
arisen during the year. This reporting obligation includes issues which have a significant impact 
on the Commission's reputation. 

For reporting in Part 2 of the AAR 

• Events assessed to have had a significant impact on the reputation of the Commission, 
a service or an activity during the year in question must be reported in the body of the 
AAR.  

• The impact of the event is significant if it falls within the red zone of the table 
above, and is likely to be considered significant if it falls within the yellow zone. 

• The DGs/services should report on significant events which have been successfully 
managed (where the damage to reputation has been effectively mitigated) as well as on 
those events whose impact is still being felt. Care should nonetheless be taken to 
assess the impact on reputation and to avoid reporting on risks which have not 
materialised during the period. In all cases, the respective services are expected to use 
their professional judgement under the specific circumstances. 

• For each reported case, the following information and analysis should be provided: 
– brief details of the event; 

– assessment of its impact, including the long-term impact on the DG's/service's ability 
to meet its objectives and the consequences for the DG/service (e.g. the political 
effects, any damage to operational activities etc); 

– the actual or likely duration of the reputational impact. 

• Care should be taken to set out the consequences for the Commission and its activities. 
In other words, the impact on the Commission (not on implementation partners or 
others) should be measured. In shared management for example, the reputational 
impact of weaknesses in Member State systems should be judged on the basis of 
stakeholder perception of how well the Commission has exercised its supervisory role 
and not on the reputational impact on the Member State itself. In such cases, Part 2 
should refer to Commission actions in response to the issue (suspending payments, 
launching recoveries and other corrective actions.) with a special emphasis on the 
impact achieved by such actions.   

For the purposes of a reservation 

• Significant reputational events, i.e. those falling within the "red" zone of the table 
above, may lead to reservations where the impact of the event has a consequence on 
the declaration of assurance. In other words, it must be linked to the use of 
resources, sound financial management and the legality and regularity of underlying 
transactions. It should be noted that a reservation based on reputation does not need 
to meet the quantitative criteria for reservations, as by definition, its principal 
impact is on reputation. 



• If a "reputational" reservation is issued, the event leading to the reservation should be 
presented in Part 2 of the AAR, just like for any significant event. In Part 3 of the 
AAR, all the normal elements of a reservation in the template provided should be 
presented (i.e. you should report the specific cause, quantify the reservation as much 
as possible in monetary or scope terms, assess the impact on the Commission and set 
out corrective action). 

Categories of possible reputational events and examples 

Sources of reputational events might be brought under several broad and not exhaustive 
indicative categories as presented below (each accompanied by an illustrative example). The 
examples show possible reputational events and do not imply that in the given case a 
reservation needs to be made. 

LACK OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE:  Failure to comply with regulatory or legal 
obligations, which has resulted in legal action or was brought to public attention in another 
way. Non-respect of regulatory requirements can undermine organisational trustworthiness 
leading to damaged relations with stakeholders and loss of credibility. 

Illustrative example: A Commission service has been found to be favouring certain 
beneficiaries and not taking appropriate action to address breaches of the rules in relation to 
the former, whereas it has been much more stringent with regard to other beneficiaries (due to 
lobbying activities of the former, for example).   

INSUFFICIENT MANAGEMENT CAPACITY:  This category comprises many different 
possible events connected with everyday activities. Basically, this category concerns the 
ability of the Commission and/ or its execution partners to deliver the expected results. This 
may be caused by a management and control structure which is not adapted to the type, 
volume or extent of the activities. The operational partners (the type of recipients and 
contractors) and the relations with them, as well as the phase of the programme cycle (start, 
middle or end period) also need to be also considered. Particular attention to the above 
mentioned factors is needed during transition periods (i.e. when an activity, a system or a 
regulation is new). 

Illustrative example:  Managerial decisions are made in rush without adequate analysis of the 
underlying information and without consulting all services concerned, due both to a heavy 
workload and ill-defined management procedures. This has led to erroneous evaluations and 
rejections of projects submitted by beneficiaries, who have publicly protested against the 
Commission.    

INADEQUATE CONTROL SYSTEM AND/OR RISK MANAGEMENT:  If high risks 
are accepted by management and the risk environment is unpredictable and dynamic, this may 
present specific reputational hazards (e.g. "Why was the risk accepted?"). If the control system 
and the control chain are not adequately adapted to the level of risk accepted (including 
primary and secondary controls and supervision methods, as well as possible compensatory 
actions within the system) reputation may suffer, even where any financial loss is not 
significant.  



Illustrative example:  A Commission service has been found to have taken an excessive 
amount of risk in funding an activity of high political importance. Inadequate measures were 
put in place to mitigate political level risks and, while the financial impact is minimal, this has 
brought into question the Commission's ability to handle similar activities in the future.  

NOT MEETING STAKEHOLDERS' EXPECTATIONS:  Different stakeholders often 
have different expectations. However, a general failure to fulfil these expectations can have an 
impact on reputation and where key stakeholders are affected this may result in action which 
limits the Commission's ability to deliver on key policy objectives. 

Illustrative example:  The Parliament has specific expectations for a particular activity but 
these are misunderstood by the Commission as they are not seen as sufficiently clear. This 
leads to a difference of view between the Commission and Parliament, which has a severe 
impact on inter-institutional relations. 

COMMUNICATION FAILURES:  Communication and proper crisis management play a 
vital role when an event with a reputational impact has occurred. Lack of appropriate 
communication (about foreseen activities and future developments, strategies, methods of 
cooperation etc) may result in lack of necessary information and unrealistic stakeholder 
expectations or misunderstood obligations.  

Illustrative example:  The Commission is perceived not to be reacting appropriately to public 
concern about a major event (for example, food hygiene concerns). This could result in 
serious criticism from stakeholders. 

FRAUD OR IMPROPRIETY:  In the situation of fraud or alleged fraud or impropriety, 
(which might at the same time fall into lack of regulatory compliance category), it is not only 
the financial value of the committed fraud which is important, but the very fact that a fraud 
may have been committed. 

Illustrative example: Commission staff member shown to have misused authority or 
information for personal gain.  

UNFOUNDED ALLEGATIONS:  A reputational event is something which has happened 
which has a negative impact on reputation. This can occur in cases where unfounded 
allegations are made against the Institution or one of its departments or staff. Even though the 
allegation is untrue it can lead to loss of reputation, at least in the short-term, irrespective of 
whether the facts underlying the event, or the event itself, have been correctly presented. 
Correcting misunderstanding is part of the management response to such an event.  

Illustrative example:  Accusations that the Commission does not have appropriate measures in 
place to manage a key activity or that there are serious weaknesses in the management of that 
activity. Although these allegations have been proven to be unjustified, they have caused a 
reputational loss for the Institution. 
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Guideline 9: Link between error rates, amount at 
risk, ABB-materiality and reservations 

Introduction 

This document provides guidance on the link between error rates, amount at risk, ABB-
materiality and reservations in the context of the AAR.  It refers only to those parts of control 
strategies which result in the calculation of an error rate for an un-checked population. 

Control strategies differ from one service to another. This guidance note aims at providing 
general guidance on assessing the rate of error in respect of the different control strategies 
which may be chosen, such as ex-ante and ex-post controls; representative sampling and risk-
based sampling. In practice, a control strategy may use a combination of these approaches and 
the assessment criteria would therefore need to be combined. 

The content of this note is illustrative and does not call into question DGs'/services' 
established control strategies, procedures or practices. 

This Guideline is complemented by more detailed guidance and examples on the 'technical' 
calculation of the (representative and residual) error rates, the amount at risks, and the 
financial materiality for considering a reservation. This document can be found on 
BudgWeb. 

 

Ex-ante controls 

The implementation of ex-ante controls appropriate to the characteristics of each activity 
remains the primary means of ensuring sound financial management and legality and 
regularity of transactions. Ex-ante control is obligatory on all transactions, and errors 
detected during such controls should be corrected before the transactions are approved. When 
well constructed and supervised, ex-ante checks can identify and prevent irregularities, 
allowing for immediate correction and avoiding time-consuming recovery action. Analysing 
the results of ex-ante controls can identify systemic errors which need to be addressed through 
revisions to the internal control system or other action (such as information or training for 
staff).  

Some services implement second level ex-ante controls, which are usually made on a sample 
basis. Results of second level ex-ante controls can be a useful source of evidence of the 
effectiveness of the control system. Where second-level ex-ante control is carried out, the 
number and value of errors detected can be analysed and used to measure the effectiveness of 
the internal control system in detecting and preventing errors. Some estimate of the level of 
undetected (and therefore uncorrected) error can be made and be used to inform decisions on 
the potential significance of weaknesses.  

While much ex-ante control is carried out at transaction level on the basis of documents, such 
controls may also take place "on-the-spot" at a beneficiary's premises.  Such controls 
constitute a major part of some DGs'/services' control strategy and the results of these can 

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
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provide an important part of overall assurance.  Depending on the approach used (systematic 
control, sample-based control etc) DGs/services need to define how to take account of the 
results in building assurance and in evaluating the significance of weaknesses identified.  In 
analysing the results, DGs/services should be careful not to count errors which have been 
corrected but to use information on errors to estimate the error rate in the population not 
subject to such control. 

Ex-post controls 

Ex-post controls (i.e. those occurring after a payment has been made) are generally made 
on a sample basis – either on transactions or on beneficiaries/projects. The results of such 
controls need to be analysed to conclude on their impact on assurance and to identify any 
weaknesses in the internal control system. This can involve making an estimate of the 
"amount at risk" of error exposure in the unaudited population (the errors found during 
controls need to be corrected and the audited population should therefore ultimately be free 
from error).  

Care needs to be taken in assessing the results of ex-post controls, as the control strategy is 
often multi-annual (covering a proportion of payments made in years prior to the reporting 
year) whereas the declaration of assurance is annual (covering only payments made in that 
year). In order to link the multi-annual ex-post strategies to the annual declaration, and to take 
account of the fact that a proportion of (ex-post) controls carried out in year n will relate to 
transactions actually made in earlier years, the control taken into account (and their associated 
findings) should be all those controls effected in the reporting year. Individual DGs may 
decide to use a cumulative error rate covering several years for a (multi-annual) activity 
and the evolution of this error rate may be presented over a period. 

To quantify the potential financial impact of errors detected, it is generally necessary:  

• to determine the percentage of error in the sample; 

• to determine the level of exposure across the population75 (by applying the detected 
error rates to the whole value of the population) (a cumulated view over the 
programming period (multi annual aspect) can also be considered); 

• to deduct the amounts corresponding to any corrective actions taken that have already 
effectively reduced the exposure (i.e. implementation of an action plan which has had a 
real impact on the exposure, recoveries from the final beneficiary, financial corrections 
addressed to Member States and suspension of payments); 

• to determine the "amount at risk"; 

• to determine the financial materiality, compared to the relevant ABB payment budget. 

More detailed guidance and examples on the concepts and use of error rates, amount at risk 
and financial materiality can be found on BudgWeb. 

                                                 
75 For judgements on reservations, the assessment should cover the whole of the ABB activity but this 
assessment may be broken down into appropriate sub-elements. 

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
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Ex-post controls may be carried out based on representative or risk-based sampling. These 
guidelines cover these two approaches. In practice, combinations of the two approaches may 
be used and in consequence the assessment criteria would need to be combined. In the 
following sections, the possible treatment of these two approaches in terms of judging 
significance and the need for a reservation will be illustrated in more detail.   

Representative sampling 

Representative sampling aims to be representative of the entire population and the results of 
samples (including the error rates detected) are therefore assumed to be representative of the 
wider population. While there are different types of representative sampling (random 
sampling, Monetary Unit Sampling, stratified sampling…)76, the aim of all of the different 
approaches is to enable the level of error across a population to be estimated. In such cases, 
the results may be extrapolated to reach conclusions on error rates across the population (with 
appropriate levels of confidence if the sampling is statistically-based). Examples are provided 
in the more detailed 'technical' guidance available on BudgWeb. 

The main indicator on which to base judgements on the level of error in control systems 
where representative sampling is used is therefore the cumulative level of error in favour of 
the beneficiary (overpayments)77 expressed as the ratio between the amount of errors detected 
by ex-post audits and the EC-funded share of the amounts audited. 

Once the error in the sample has been identified, quantitative criteria may be applied, when 
possible, for assessing the error rate across the population: this analysis will indicate the level 
of "amount at risk" exposure and whether the relevant ABB-materiality level has been 
breached. The parameters used for this assessment must be clearly defined and may be used to 
explain any reservations. In estimating the amounts at risk, care should be taken not to include 
in the calculations the actual errors detected by controls where corrective action has already 
been taken. 

In the framework of a representative sampling approach at least an error rate and a maximum 
amount at risk for the Community budget may be estimated. Additional information on the 
typology of errors (systemic/ non-systemic) found can complement the assessment of whether 
materiality has been breached. The results of the assessment can then feed back into the 
control strategy for subsequent years, to ensure the risk assessment and audit approach are up-
to-date. 

Risk-based sampling 

A sample controlled by risk-based sampling is by its very nature not generally representative 
of the whole population – the sample contains a bias towards those elements likely to have the 
                                                 
76 Random sampling is an approach whereby each member of the population has an equal chance of being 
included in the sample (there is no bias towards risk, size or other factors); Stratified sampling is a random 
sampling process in which the population is divided into subgroups or strata (for example on the basis of size, 
risk, geographical location…) and a sample drawn from each stratum; Monetary Unit Sampling ("MUS") is a 
statistical sampling approach whereby the total population value is divided by the required sample size to 
provide a sampling interval (the "hit euro") and the transactions selected for control are those containing each 
"hit euro". 
77 Overpayments and underpayments should not be netted when calculating the extrapolated error rate, as this 
could pose a risk that significant errors would not be duly reported and brought to the attention of the College. 

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
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highest rate of error. The error rates detected do not therefore represent a basis for estimating 
the level of error across the population. If risk-based sampling is the only approach 
adopted, other approaches need to be applied in order to have a sound basis for judging 
whether the rate of error detected should lead to a reservation on the grounds of 
materiality. These approaches should estimate the error rate across the entire 
population and must be reported in the AAR - examples could include: 

• selecting a separate, non risk-based, representative sample avoiding the bias of the 
main sample. If sufficiently large, this may be used to extrapolate the error rate across 
the rest of the population. 

• making assumptions on the error rate which will be detected in the risk-based sample 
and inferring how this may impact on the rest of the population. For example, we 
might assume that there will be a 6 % error rate in the risk-based sample. If we know 
the risk profile and size of the rest of the population we could perhaps model the 
overall error rate. An example is provided in the more detailed 'technical' guidance 
available on BudgWeb 

It should be noted that the use of risk-based sampling puts significant weight on the 
accuracy of the risk assessment: if the risk assessment places some activities in a lower than 
justified risk category, the results may give an optimistic picture of error rates. Conversely, 
the sample may indicate a higher than expected rate of systematic error, which might imply a 
need to create a separate and new risk category for a particular activity.  

http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
http://www.cc.cec/budg/man/icrm/_doc/ic/reporting/aar/instructions/guidances/doc_111114_errorrates_en.pdf
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Guideline 10: Excerpt from SEC(2011)250 final: 
Adding value to Declarations: increasing 
assurance on execution in shared management 

5.  Conclusion 

Under Action 5 of the Commission Action Plan towards an integrated 
internal control framework (COM(2006)9), the Commission has been 

promoting operational level declarations and synthesis reports at national level. Four Member 
States decided to produce national declarations or statements on a voluntary basis.  The 
Commission considers that the information contained in three out of the four national 
declarations78  is almost identical to the information already provided by the Member States in 
other reports (Annual Summaries, Annual Control Reports, Annual Statements etc) and that it 
has not proved to contribute to a great extent to the information needed for the AARs of the 
Directors-General responsible for Cohesion policy. In this respect, the additional information 
provided is similar to that provided by another eight Member States79 who append a statement 
of assurance to their annual summaries for the structural funds for the year 2009. In the 
Commission's view, these voluntary disclosures provided also little added value, contrary to 
the statements of assurance and the accompanying opinion issued by the certification body 
within the context of the agricultural funds. 

Indeed, the above mentioned key criteria which could – if observed – add value to the 
national declarations, are included in the provisions of Article 56 of the proposed revision of 
the Financial Regulation which are foreseen to come into force on 1 January 2014.80 In 
particular the assurance model that the Commission proposes in the context of the triennial 
revision of the Financial Regulation for shared budget management modes is based – by 
analogy with the model used for agricultural funds – on an annual management declaration 
of assurance (complemented by and subject to an independent audit opinion) signed by a 
senior national official81. 

This way the relevant Commission managers would take full account of the underlying 
declarations in framing their own declarations of assurance in the DGs' Annual Activity 
Reports. This would result in a single logical assurance chain in which the assurance provided 
is derived directly from the management chain, thereby offering greater assurance. A 
management declaration of assurance issued by local managers would have a positive impact 
on the level of error as audit results show that the main causes of error can be traced to 
deficiencies in first level management verifications. 

The timeline proposed must fit within the Commission's own assurance framework to provide 
a single standard assurance chain for all programmes in shared management and for all 
Member States. The annual declaration of assurance would directly link the assurance from 
the national authorities with the expenditure of the financial year. This way it would fill 
                                                 
78 The Netherlands being the exception. 
79 BG, CY, EL, FI, FR, HU, LT and RO.  
80 And reflected in the AARs signed in March 2015 
81 See the current Commission's proposal of Article 56 in the triennial revision of the Financial Regulation 
COM(2010)815. 
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possible gaps, for example in Cohesion Policy, where currently the Commission has 
information on error rates for the expenditure declared in the year preceding the one on which 
it has to report its assurance only. According to the Court of Auditors82, this should usefully 
improve the timeliness and coherence of financial and management reporting. 

While this proposal differs from the EP's request to have declarations signed at political level, 
such management declarations would provide the Commission with substantial additional 
assurance as to the use of EU funds by Member States, since they would derive directly from 
the management chain. Indeed, the senior Member States officials in charge of payments from 
EU funds would sign off on the legality and regularity of these payments, the proper 
functioning of their internal control systems, and the completeness, accuracy and veracity of 
their accounts, as well as the respect of the principle of sound financial management.  The 
proposal thus also addresses the criticism expressed on the low added value of existing annual 
summaries, which do not include an obligatory assurance statement or audit opinion. In the 
Commission's view such management declarations, certified by external audit opinions, are 
much more appropriate to obtain assurance from Member States than the present national 
declarations, and they would reinforce cooperation with Member States in the implementation 
of the budget by underlining their control and audit obligations stemming from the Lisbon 
Treaty (Article 317 TFEU). 

                                                 
82 Opinion N° 6/2010, paragraph 26. 



Guideline 11: The ten golden rules for making a 
reservation 

The points to be checked when making a reservation are the following: 

1. Materiality (Annex 4 of the AAR): the significant weakness 
identified must be material compared to the relevant ABB activity. The materiality 
criteria have to be defined before you assess the weaknesses and not put in the AAR as 
an ex-post argument for the reservation; 

2. Scope: the weakness identified must fall within the scope of the AOD declaration. If 
this is not the case, the weakness is to be reported either in Part 1 or in Part 2 of the 
AAR. If the weakness affects the legality and regularity of transactions, only payments 
made in the reporting year are to be considered. If no payment in the reporting year 
was affected, in principle no reservation should be made; 

3. Action plan: the corrective actions should be the responsibility of the DG/service and 
should be set out clearly in the AAR; 

4. No umbrella reservations: only actual weaknesses that materialise/became concrete 
in the reporting year, and not mere risks (including reputational ones), can be the 
object of a reservation; 

5. Duty to make reservations: if the conditions under rules 1 to 4 are met, the AOD has 
the duty to reflect the weakness identified as a reservation in his/her declaration; 

6. Reservations must be precise in all their elements: the cause clearly identified (and 
different reservation must be made for different causes); precise quantification of the 
total amount at stake; the part of the assurance affected clearly identified; an action 
plan containing precise actions with target dates. The reservation table must be self-
standing (no cross-references); 

7. No reservation if the cause is lack of human resources; 

8. Cross-cutting reservations: only a (horizontal) DG/service issues the "horizontal" 
reservation, and the other concerned DGs/services only refer to it in Part 2 of their 
AAR; 

9. Coherence: similar problems are to be dealt with in the same way (e.g. within a 
family of DGs) and the methodology should be aligned as much as possible among 
DGs of the same "family"; 

10. Impact on the assurance (part 3.3 of the AAR): AODs must be able to demonstrate 
clearly that, despite of the reservation(s) and taking into account their quantification, 
they are still in a position to sign the declaration. 
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Guideline 12: Template for the IAC audit 
opinion83 

DG XXX - IAC's opinion on the state of control, addressed to                              
the Authorising Officer by Delegation 

Note: This opinion on the state of control is provided as a contribution 
to the preparation of the <year> AAR. It does not constitute an opinion on the AAR process in 
general or on the document itself. 

Opinion on state of control  

I believe that: [Choose one of the following three options based on the results of the audits 
carried out] 

Based on the results of our audits as described in the objectives and scope of the engagements 
carried out by the IAC of DG X during year, the internal control system in place in DG X 
provides reasonable assurance84 regarding the achievement of the business objectives set up 
for the processes audited. 

Based on the results of our audits as described in the objectives and scope of the engagements 
carried out by the IAC of DG X during year, the internal control system in place in DG X 
provides reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of the business objectives set up 
for the processes audited, except for the following issues: 

• [Description of Critical and Very Important issues arising out of the IAC's assurance 
work and any scope restrictions or alternatively to be described in Annex 2] 

Based on the results of our audits as described in the objectives and scope of the engagements 
carried out by the IAC of DG X during year, we believe that the internal control system in 
place in DG X does not provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of the 
business objectives set up for the processes audited. [Findings that substantiate this opinion to 
be described here or alternatively shown in Annex 2] 

                                                 
83 As approved at the Auditnet away-day on 18/06/2010 and confirmed in the IAS note Ares (2010) 431626 
dated 15/07/2010, addressed to the Heads of IAC. 
84 Even an effective internal control system, no matter how well designed and operated, has inherent limitations 
– including the possibility of the circumvention or overriding of controls – and therefore can provide only 
reasonable assurance to management regarding the achievement of the business objectives and not absolute 
assurance. 
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Basis for the opinion on the state of control 

The above opinion is provided as a contribution to the preparation of the <year> Annual 
Activity Report as required by SEC(2003)5985. It is based on the individual audit opinions 
arising from assurance work carried out in <year> and for which at least a draft report has 
been issued. These assignments were specified in the IAC Annual Audit Plan and approved 
by the Director-General on <date>. The audits included in the scope of the opinion are listed 
in Annex 1. 

Follow-up 

I would like to bring to your attention the following <very important><critical><critical and 
very important> observations raised in audit reports issued prior to <year> with risks not 
mitigated as at 31 December <year>86: 

Assessed as not yet implemented (as assessed by IAC after a follow-up): 

• [List of observations, showing title and date of final audit report, title and description 
of observation, rating of observation] 

Assessed as not yet implemented (as reported by management but not yet followed-up): 

• [List of observations, showing title and date of final audit report, title and description 
of observation, rating of observation] 

Other comments 

In addition to the opinion given above, and taking into account their coverage of the 
activities/processes in the DG, I declare that I am not aware of anything not reported here 
which may lead to a potential reservation in the AAR. 

As regards the adequacy of the internal control system in place, the following issues should be 
duly taken into account: 

– [IAC's comments on work performed by the IAS (including coverage of financial audit 
universe) and,  

– if applicable, work performed by ECA, management's ex-post control activities (coverage 
achieved, resulting error rates, disclosure in AAR etc.), DG BUDG validation of local 
financial management systems, etc.] 

[Date]        [Signature of Head of IAC] 

                                                 
85  Communication to the Commission: Clarification of the responsibilities of the key actors in the domain of 
internal audit and internal control in the Commission, 21 January 2003. 

 86 Assessed through a follow-up audit or reported as not yet implemented by management. 
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Annex 1 – List of IAC's audits included in the scope of the AAR opinion 
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Annex 2 – Summary of issues (if applicable) 

Critical and Very Important issues arising out of our assurance work: 

 

Scope restrictions: 
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Governance statement of the European Commission 

The mission of the European Commission is to promote the general interest of the European 
Union. It does so by participating in the decision-making process, in particular by presenting 
proposals for European law, by overseeing the correct implementation of the Treaties and 
European law, and by carrying out common policies and managing funds. 

This governance statement covers the internal functioning of the Commission: the actors, 
strategic planning, the responsibility and accountability mechanisms, the openness and 
transparency framework, the mechanism to provide for a quality regulatory framework in the 
EU, and finally the measures to promote ethics within the Commission. 

1. THE ACTORS: DIVERSIFIED FUNCTIONS FOR CLEAR RESPONSIBILITIES 

The European Commission has a unique governance structure. Its origins lie in the 
Treaties, but the structure has evolved to match the Commission's changing role and 
to reflect progress made in European governance. The College of Commissioners 
represents the apex of this architecture, defining policy and taking decisions: it 
carries political responsibility for the actions undertaken by the Commission. The 
operational implementation is delegated to Directors-General and Heads of Services, 
who lead the administrative structure of the Commission. The different 
responsibilities are presented below. 

1.1. The College of Commissioners 

The Treaty establishing the European Community (articles 211-219) sets out in detail 
what is required of Commissioners – as a College, and as individuals – under law. 

The Commission works under the political guidance of its President, who decides on 
its internal organisation to ensure that it acts consistently, efficiently and on the basis 
of collegiality. This principle of collegiality, which governs all the Commission's 
work, means that all Commission members are jointly responsible for decisions and 
actions taken. 

As for Commissioners as individuals, the EC Treaty states that the Members of the 
Commission shall be chosen on the grounds of their general competence. They are 
completely independent in the performance of their duties. This means that they 
neither seek nor take instructions from any government or from any other body. If 
any Commissioner no longer fulfils the conditions required for the performance of 
his/her duties or if (s)he has been guilty of serious misconduct, the Court of Justice 
may compulsorily retire him/ her. A Member of the Commission shall resign if the 
President so requests, after obtaining the approval of the College. 

The Commission also carries out an important range of financial and managerial 
tasks. In line with existing financial rules, the internal arrangements set up by the 
College add up to a structure of robust controls and management tools which allow 
the College to take its political responsibilities. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2006/ce321/ce32120061229en00010331.pdf
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1.2. The Directors-General and Heads of Service 

The rules of procedure of the Commission and the Code of conduct of the 
Commissioners, adopted by the Commission at the beginning of its term, frame the 
relations between the Members of the Commission and their services. They are 
based on the principles of loyalty, trust and transparency. The Members of the 
Commission receive information from their own services as well as from central 
services, to be able to exert their political responsibility and their role of supervision.  
They have to take care of the implementation of the political priorities they laid 
down in compliance with the work programme of the Commission. To this end, the 
College and its members have the possibility of giving instructions to the respective 
services. 

Work methods are established between each Commissioner and the Directors-
General falling under their authority. These rules provide in particular for the 
obligation for the services to point out to the Member of the Commission any 
information likely to call into question his/her responsibility or that of the College. 

The operational implementation of the budget is formally delegated to the different 
Directors-General or Heads of Service. This delegation is decided annually. As 
Delegated Authorising Officers, they are responsible for the sound and efficient 
management of resources and for setting up adequate and efficient control 
systems to ensure the legality and regularity of expenditure in their department. 
Delegated Authorising Officers may formally sub-delegate responsibility to 
appropriate staff to authorise expenditure and revenue on their behalf. 

The competent Commissioner for each policy area supervises the implementation of 
the budget by the Director-General or Head of Service. 

To ensure that responsibility for budget implementation is not in the hands of one 
person alone, other staff assist with the execution of the budget: at least two persons 
must be involved in the authorisation of budgetary transactions (one to initiate the 
transaction and the second to verify and authorise). 

In executing the budget, Delegated Authorising Officers must respect the provisions 
of the Financial Regulation and its Implementing Rules and should establish 
appropriate internal control systems in line with the Commission's Internal Control 
Standards. These Standards constitute the basic internal control framework to be 
applied across the whole Commission to ensure that the objectives set are achieved. 

Taking the cost benefits of implementing internal control systems into account, the 
control system is intended to provide reasonable, not absolute, assurance that 
operational activities are effective and efficient, that transactions are legal and 
regular, that financial and management reporting is reliable, that assets and 
information are safeguarded, and, finally, that objectives are achieved. Internal 
control systems are reviewed regularly to ensure effective control at a reasonable 
cost. 

Each Delegated Authorising Officer is supported by a Resource Director and/or an 
Internal Control Coordinator to oversee and monitor the implementation of 
internal control systems within the Commission department. 

http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/code_of_conduct/code_conduct_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/code_of_conduct/code_conduct_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/documents/management_systems_en.htm?go=t3_0
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/documents/management_systems_en.htm?go=t3_0
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The Commission may also delegate the implementation of specific programmes to 
executive agencies.  The governance architecture of executive agencies is defined in 
the 2002 Regulation laying down the statute of such agencies1 and is further defined 
in the act of delegation itself.  Each agency is managed by a Director and by a 
Steering Committee composed of five members appointed by the Commission, 
which adopts the agency' annual work programme comprising detailed objectives 
and performance indicators, as well as the agency administrative budget.  The 
Commission's arrangements for planning, reporting, internal control systems, internal 
audit and accounts are fully applicable to the executive agencies. 

1.3. The Accounting officer 

The Commission's Accounting Officer executes payment and recovery orders 
drawn up by authorising officers and is responsible for managing the treasury; laying 
down accounting rules and methods, validating accounting systems, keeping the 
accounts and drawing up the institution's financial statements, as well as for 
consolidating these accounts with those of the other institutions. 

The Accounting Officer also signs off the accounts, certifying that (s)he has made 
the checks that (s)he considers necessary and is satisfied that they have been 
prepared in accordance with the accounting rules, methods and accounting systems 
established under his/her responsibility, that (s)he has made any adjustments which 
are necessary for a true and fair presentation of the accounts in accordance with the 
financial rules, and that they are therefore reliable. 

1.4. The Central Financial Service 

The Central Financial Service of the Commission is the lead service as regards the 
Financial Regulation and the internal control framework. It also provides support 
and advice to the other Commission departments on matters related to financial 
management, including interpretation of legislation and internal control and risk 
management. The Service develops standards and guidelines, and facilitates 
exchange of good practices in the field to help authorising officers to assume their 
financial management responsibilities. 

1.5. The Internal Audit architecture 

– The Internal Audit Service (IAS) is a service of the Commission headed by the 
Internal Auditor of the Commission.  Its mission is to issue independent audit 
opinions on the quality of management and internal control systems of the 
Commission and to present recommendations aimed at ensuring the efficient and 
effective achievement of the Commission's objectives. 

– Internal Audit Capabilities (IAC) exist in all Commission departments. Their 
role is to assist the Director-General and management within their Directorates-
General in controlling risks and monitoring compliance with, in particular, 
internal control standards. They provide an independent and objective opinion on 

                                                 
1 Council Regulation (EC) N°58/2003 of 19 December 2002 laying down the statute for executive 

agencies to be entrusted with certain tasks in the management of Community programmes (OJ L 11, 
16.1.2003). 

http://europa.eu/agencies/executive_agencies/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/budget/org_chart/cv/b_gray_en.htm
http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/l34015.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/internal_audit/index_en.htm
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the quality of management and internal control systems, therewith contributing to 
the reasonable assurance expressed in the Declaration of Assurance, and make 
recommendations in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
operations and to ensure economy in the use of the Directorates-Generals' 
resources. 

– The Audit Progress Committee (APC) is composed of up to seven 
Commissioners and two external experts in audit and ensures the independence of 
the IAS. Under its Charter, the Audit Progress Committee reports annually to the 
College on the quality of internal audit work and on the follow up given by 
Commission departments to recommendations from a variety of sources: the 
Internal Auditor, the Internal Audit Capabilities, the European Court of Auditors, 
and audit-related matters in the discharge resolutions adopted by the European 
Parliament. Beyond these formal reporting obligations, the APC's role is 
preventive, drawing attention to situations which, if left unattended by the 
Commission departments, could seriously affect the reputation of the 
Commission. In this sense, the Committee strives to increase the effectiveness of 
follow-up given by Commission departments to relevant audit recommendations, 
whatever their source. 

1.6. The European Anti-fraud Office (OLAF) 

The mission of the European Anti-fraud Office is to protect the financial interests 
of the European Union, to fight fraud, corruption and any other irregular activity, 
including misconduct within the European Institutions. It does so by conducting, in 
full independence, internal and external investigations, in cooperation with the 
competent authorities of the Member States. OLAF also works with the European 
Commission departments to make sure that any new legislation with significant 
financial implications is “fraud-proof”.  OLAF operates under the general framework 
established for the protection of the European Communities financial interests, as 
laid down by Council Regulation n°2988/95 of 18 December 1995. 

1.7. The Commission's Investigation and Disciplinary Office (IDOC) 

The Commission's Investigation and Disciplinary Office conducts impartial 
administrative inquiries and prepares disciplinary proceedings. IDOC deals with all 
matters not already being investigated by the European Anti-Fraud Office. 

2. STRATEGIC PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING: A STRATEGY TOWARDS CLEAR 
OBJECTIVES 

2.1. At corporate level 

At the beginning of its mandate, the Commission sets its strategic objectives for the 
coming five years. Those objectives feed into more detailed year-on-year priorities in 
the Annual Policy Strategy. 

The political priorities set through the Annual Policy Strategy are translated into 
operational objectives through the Commission Legislative and Work Programme. 
The implementation of the Work Programme is closely monitored by central services 

http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/index_en.html
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/olaf/legal/index_en.html
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/strategy/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2005/com2005_0012en01.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/synthesis/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/programmes/index_en.htm
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of the Commission in order to ensure that priority items are delivered in a timely and 
coherent way across the Commission. 

2.2. At the level of the Commission's departments 

Activity Based Management (ABM) is an integrated management methodology 
which allows prioritisation, planning, budgeting, management and reporting under a 
set of coherent areas of actions, called activities. ABM aims at ensuring that human 
and financial resources match policy ambitions. On the budgetary side, the Activity 
Based Budgeting (ABB) nomenclature forms the structure of the Community budget 
and aims at making the global cost of each policy transparent. 

The Commission has developed a set of about 230 distinct activities, which have 
been grouped into approximately 30 coherent policy areas. For each activity, specific 
objectives are set, which are reflected in the Annual Management Plans. 
established by the Commission department implementing this activity. The 
responsible department monitors the implementation of its management plan through 
indicators accompanying each objective and reports on the achievement of key 
policy objectives through an Annual Activity Report. 

2.3. The ABM Steering Group 

The ABM Steering Group is chaired by the Secretary General and brings together 
Directors General and cabinets responsible for central services. It coordinates 
strategic questions related to horizontal instruments such as strategic planning and 
programming and internal control and regularly reviews the adequacy of the 
Commission's corporate processes. 

3. RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY: TAKING CHARGE OF BUDGET 
IMPLEMENTATION IN A COMPLEX ENVIRONMENT 

The overall responsibility for the implementation of the budget lies with the 
European Commission.  However, the Member States have to cooperate with the 
Commission to ensure that the appropriations are used in accordance with the 
principles of sound financial management. 

3.1. How the Commission's responsibility is expressed 

Each year, Directors-General and Heads of Service provide a management report 
(called the Annual Activity Report) which includes the signature of a declaration of 
assurance on the exercise of their operational responsibility as Delegated Authorising 
Officers.  

Subsequently, the Commission adopts every year a Synthesis of management 
achievements, through which it assumes its political responsibility for management 
by its Directors-General and Heads of Service, on the basis of their Annual Activity 
Reports. In cases where the Directors-General or Heads of Service have made 
reservations to their declaration of assurance, the annual synthesis presents a first 
analysis of how these shortcomings will be addressed. It also examines views from 
beyond the Annual Activity Reports and addresses a number of important cross-

http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/synthesis/amp/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/synthesis/aar/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/synthesis/aar/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/synthesis/index_en.htm#activity
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/synthesis/index_en.htm#activity
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cutting issues raised by bodies including the Internal Auditor, the European Court of 
Auditors, the European Parliament and the Council of Ministers.  

3.2. Responsibility when the implementation of the budget involves other actors 

In many cases, payments to final beneficiaries are not made by Commission 
departments directly. A high proportion of the budget is managed in association with 
the Member States, notably in the areas of structural funds and agriculture. Some 
tasks can also be delegated to national agencies and to third countries or carried out 
jointly with international organisations. In all these cases, the European Union 
defines the necessary control mechanisms and the Directors-General concerned 
include in their Annual Activity Reports a description of the control environment, 
and of the different tasks and responsibilities of all actors involved.  As a result, the 
Commission can fully assume its political responsibility when adopting the Synthesis 
of management achievements. 

3.3. The role of the other Institutions 

The European Parliament exercises political control over the Commission, in 
particular by approving the appointment of the Commission President, as well as the 
College as a whole, by having the power of adopting a motion of censure against the 
Commission, in which case the Commission must resign as a body, and by asking 
written and oral questions, to which the Commission is required to reply. Moreover, 
once a year, and upon recommendation by the Council, the European Parliament 
approves the Commission's implementation of the EC budget, and its accounts, so 
closing the accountability cycle for the year in question (the "discharge 
procedure"). The Commission follows up the recommendations contained in the 
discharge resolution. 

The European Court of Auditors is the external auditor of the Commission.  Its 
mission is to audit independently the collection and spending of European Union 
funds and, through this, to assess the way that the European institutions discharge 
these functions.  The Court examines whether financial operations have been 
properly recorded, legally and regularly executed and managed so as to ensure 
economy, efficiency and effectiveness.  The Court makes the results of its work 
known through the publication of relevant, objective and timely reports. 

4. OPENNESS AND TRANSPARENCY: THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

The Commission is committed to working in an open manner. It endeavours to 
communicate actively about what it does and the decisions it takes. Before initiating 
legislation and policies the Commission must consult widely: the quality of EU 
policy depends on ensuring a wide participation of citizens, civil society 
organisations and all stakeholders throughout the policy chain. The Commission is 
committed to an inclusive approach when developing and implementing policies and 
has approved a set of internal minimum standards for consultation of interested 
parties.  

The Commission believes that transparency is necessary to build citizens' confidence 
in the European institutions, as well as to ensure the legitimacy and accountability of 
a public administration. It has taken different measures in that respect, in particular to 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/comparl/cont/adopt/discharge/2005/commission_en.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/comparl/cont/adopt/discharge/2005/commission_en.htm
http://www.eca.europa.eu/
http://eca.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/publications/auditreportsandopinions
http://ec.europa.eu/yourvoice/consultations/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_society/accueil_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_society/accueil_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_society/consultation_standards/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_society/consultation_standards/index_en.htm
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facilitate the access to documents held by the institutions, to provide a more 
transparent framework for its relations with representatives of interests (a register 
and a code of conduct), as well as to provide information on the beneficiaries of EU 
funds, always bearing in mind the need to protect sensitive and classified 
information.  

The Commission also set up a register of expert groups to give a transparent 
overview of the advisory bodies that assist it and its departments in preparing 
legislative proposals and policy initiatives. 

With the adoption of the European Transparency Initiative, covering a broad 
range of issues such as providing easy access to existing information about the 
beneficiaries of projects and programmes, the need for a more structured framework 
for the activities of interest representatives (lobbyists) and the rules and standards on 
professional ethics of public office holders in the European institutions, the 
Commission continues to work towards the highest possible standards of 
transparency in public life. 

In all its dealings, the Commission is subject to specific legal obligations concerning 
the protection of personal data and the processing thereof. 

5. BETTER REGULATION: MAKING LAW THAT BENEFITS CITIZENS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

The Commission has developed comprehensive policies and mechanisms to provide 
for a simple and high quality regulatory framework in the EU. This includes the 
following key actions and mechanisms of particular relevance for the governance of 
the Commission's work: 

5.1. Impact assessment 

An important part of making high quality laws is having a full picture of their 
impacts. The Commission systematically examines the economic, social and 
environment impacts of its proposals. Since 2003 an impact assessment is 
compulsory for all major policy initiatives and legislative proposals which are on the 
Commission Legislative and Work Programme (CLWP). In addition, some other 
proposals, which are not featured in the CLWP but which potentially have significant 
impacts, may also be subjected to an impact assessment. 

In November 2006, the Commission set up an Impact Assessment Board. The 
Board is composed of high-level officials from different Commission departments 
and works under the direct authority of the President.  It provides independent 
quality control of draft impact assessments carried out by individual Commission 
services. 

When an initiative or a proposal is likely to have an impact on the Community 
budget, the Impact Assessment is combined with a financial ex-ante evaluation in 
accordance with the Financial Regulation. 

http://europa.eu/documents/registers/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/kallas/transparency_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/dataprotectionofficer/index.cfm
http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regulation/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/atwork/programmes/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/governance/impact/iab_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/sound_fin_mgt/evaluation_en.htm
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5.2. Collection and use of expertise 

The Commission has established good practices related to the collection and use of 
external experts at all stages of Commission policy-making (COM (2002) 713). 
They provide that Commission departments should always seek advice of an 
appropriately high quality, be open in seeking and acting on advice from experts, and 
ensure that its methods for collecting and using expert advice are effective and 
proportionate. 

6. ETHICS : CLEAR RULES AND EFFICIENT SAFEGUARDS 

The Commission expects a high level of professional and ethical standards from its 
staff. 

6.1. Conduct of Commission staff  

Commission staff are expected at all times to act objectively and impartially in the 
Community interest and for the public good. In practice, they operate within a 
framework of rules that govern their professional lives contained mainly in the Staff 
Regulations and the detailed implementing rules. 

6.2. Relations with the public 

Openness and transparency are the guiding principles for the relations with the 
public. The principles as well as detailed rules are described in the Code of Good 
Administrative Behaviour. 

6.3. Conflicts of interest 

Rules are in place to avoid conflicts of interests. These cover rules governing the 
acceptance of gifts and favours2, the declaration of professional activities carried out 
by spouses or partners of staff3, the requirement for notification in cases where staff 
have duties which concern matters in which they have a personal interest which 
could impair their impartiality4, and the requirement to seek prior authorisation for 
any external activities5. 

Commissioners have to respect similar principles: they have to declare their interests 
and are bound by the Code of Conduct for Commissioners, which defines their 
ethical environment and sets the guiding principles for the relations between 
Commissioners and Commission departments. 

6.4. Financial liability of staff 

The Staff Regulations stipulate that Commission staff may be required to make good, 
in whole or in part, any damage suffered by the Communities as a result of serious 

                                                 
2  Article 11 of the Staff Regulations. 
3  Article 13 of the Staff Regulations. 
4  Article 11a of the Staff Regulations. 
5  Article 12b of the Staff Regulations. 

http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regulation/expertise_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regulation/expertise_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2002/com2002_0713en01.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/admin/ethic/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_society/code/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_society/code/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/interests/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/code_of_conduct/code_conduct_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
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misconduct in connection with the performance of their duties. More specific 
provisions exist for financial actors in the Financial Regulation. 

6.5. Safeguards: ensuring high professional standards 

Administrative inquiries and disciplinary procedures are applied if someone fails to 
live up to above mentioned standards. The disciplinary system applies to any failure 
to comply with obligations under the Staff Regulations, whether intentionally or 
through negligence.  

Additionally, the mechanism of whistle blowing is enshrined in the Staff 
Regulations; Commission staff are duty bound to report possible fraud or corruption, 
detrimental to the interest of the Communities, or a serious failure to comply with 
professional obligations, either within the Commission or directly to the Anti-Fraud 
Office (OLAF). Staff suffer no prejudicial effects as a result of having communicated 
this information. 

 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/consleg/1962/R/01962R0031-20060701-en.pdf
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/index_en.html
http://www.ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/index_en.html


FIGURES IN MILLIONS EUR at 31/12/2011

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

RTD 5.741                   5.875                   6.275                   6.551                   7.185                   7.907                   7.297                   6.731                   

REGIO 23.879                 17.447                 16.859                 22.119                 29.834                 33.459                 30.812                 29.119                 

EMPL 7.032                   6.054                   5.674                   7.060                   9.318                   11.293                 11.640                 10.810                 

DEVCO 4.222                   5.163                   5.751                   5.880                   5.740                   6.363                   6.663                   6.406                   

TOTAL 40.875                 34.538                 34.559                 41.610                 52.077                 59.022                 56.412                 53.066                 
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